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ABSTRACT
Ethical Climates in Lodging Operations:
An Exploratory Study of 
Management Perceptions
by
Todd Isaac Weinstein
Dr. Gerald E. GoII, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Hotel Administration 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This study explored the role of ethics in lodging organizations. Managers 
working at five different properties constituted the survey sample. The study examined 
management perceptions as measured by the Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ). This 
instrument, used in previous research on moral reasoning, is designed to assess the 
perceptions of respondents based on three categories in tv/o separate dimensions: ethical 
criteria (egoism, benevolence and principle) and loci of analysis (individual, local, and 
cosmopolitan). Each category comprises a separate ethical climate. Results from the 
ECQ were compared to various demographic variables such as gender, age, years of 
management experience, and number of rooms at lodging operation to see if any patterns 
existed. Results indicated that the highest mean scores were in the benevolence and 
cosmopolitan categories. The social responsibility climate yielded the highest mean.
Ill
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To call forth a concept, 
a word is needed.
To portray a phetiomenon, 
a concept is needed.
All three mirror one and the same reality.
—  Antoine Laurent Lavoisier 
in Traité Élémentaire de Chimie, 1789
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The study of organizational work climates has been a subject of research interest 
for many years (Schneider and Reichers, 1983). Indeed, George Herbert Mead (1964) 
and the early symbolic interactionists were concerned with determining how a  person 
attributes meaning to a situation, based on his/her interaction with another participant or 
environment. However, it has been suggested by some researchers that the study of 
organizational climates is truly a study of people’s perceptions of those climates 
(Schneider and Reichers, 1983). Methodologically, it may be that in measuring a work 
climate, only one’s perception of the climate is truly ascertained.
It would not be unreasonable to assume that perceptions held by members of an 
organization are shaped and influenced by a myriad of factors. Personal values, cultural 
beliefs and traditions, organizational atmosphere, and personal experiences could all play 
a part in the formation of a perception. While perceptions are important, any discussion 
of the ethical environment is likely to include a reference to one’s values. According to 
Meglino (1988), “Once developed, a system of values functions in a number o f ways. It 
affects an individual’s perceptual processes in that external stimuli are perceived in ways 
that are consistent with the value structure itself’ (p. 359). A consistency of values
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2among members of an organization, then, is likely to yield similar perceptions as to the 
nature o f the ethically-related practices taking place.
There is potential for a discussion of ethical climates to lend itself to digressions 
into fields such as law, psychology, sociology, culture, and even religion. An ethical 
climate, for the purposes of in this study, will be considered in terms of its role and 
presence in the organizational workplace. Indeed, many factors do play a part. However, 
as the hospitality industry continues to grow, so do managerial concerns for hospitality- 
related ethical issues. This is evidenced by small but growing body o f research which has 
developed over the past decade (see Upchurch, 1993, 1998; and Hall, 1993). For 
example, Stephen Hall’s book entitled Ethics in Hospitality Management: A Book of 
Readings (1993) is one of the few works that investigates some of the ethical 
considerations within hospitality. The expansion of this research will likely continue as 
both industry and academia recognize the value of incorporating ethical considerations 
into their understanding of organizational behavior.
When attempting to measure a largely qualitative variable such as an 
organization’s ethical environment, a valid and reliable instrument is necessary. Victor 
and Cullen’s (1987, 1988, 1993) Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ) has been 
determined to be both valid and reliable and has been selected for use in this study. This 
instrument “was designed to tap respondents’ perceptions of how the members of an 
organization typically make decisions concerning various ‘events, practices, and 
procedures’ requiring ethical criteria” (Victor and Cullen, 1993, p. 669). While it may be 
that ethical decisions are faced by managers every day, this study is concerned with the 
perceptions o f general ethical decision-making process rather than the specific decisions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3The ECQ reveals patterns of management decision-making which are measured by 
examining two dimensions: ethical criterion and locus of analysis. These dimensions are 
the basis for the seven hypothesized ethical climates generated by Victor and Cullen 
(1993), and used in this study. The instmment and the two dimensions are expanded 
upon during Chapter Three.
The ability to ascertain management’s perceptions of the ethical climate in a hotel 
environment may be useful to the extent that implications can be drawn to effect a 
positive change. As Upchurch suggested, the hospitality industry will benefit from 
research on ethical work environments. “It is the knowledge gained from understanding 
the underlying ethical precepts and referent sources that will shed light on how industry 
management and employees react to given ethical situations” (Upchurch, 1998, p. 1360).
Purpose
The purpose of this exploratory study was to assess the ethical climate of lodging 
operations, as measured by the perceptions of lodging managers. This assessment led to 
an interpretation of these perceptions using theoretical constructs which generally deal 
with the role of the individual within the organization. The goal of the study is to further 
research on ethics in hospitality by understanding how lodging managers perceive the 
ethical or unethical behavior of their organizations.
Objectives
In order to advance the purpose of this study, five objectives were established.
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41. Identify fundamental principles of the symbolic interactionist perspective in terms 
of one’s perception of his/her organizational environment.
2. Determine the role that perceptions play in one’s assessment of his/her 
organizational climate through a review of the related literature.
3. Identify potential patterns of management responses revealed by the ECQ results 
based on demographic data.
4. Interpret the results in relation to the theoretical constructs highlighted during 
objectives 1 and 2. Specifically, characterizing their associations with perceptions 
and symbolic interactionism.
5. Suggest possible hypotheses that could serve as a basis for future research on 
ethics in lodging management.
Research Questions
In order to meet the objectives of the study, the following research questions were
developed:
1. How does the symbolic interactionist view the formation of perceptions?
2. In what way do perceptions influence a person’s assessment of his or her work 
environment?
3. What patterns do the ECQ results yield, and how do they relate to previous studies 
of management in different fields?
4. What interpretations can be made about management perceptions when the results 
are considered from the symbolic interactionist’s point of view?
5. What hypotheses may be developed for future research in this field?
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Justifications
Studies of ethics and moral reasoning in an organizational environment may serve 
to benefit all members of that organization through a comprehensive understanding of 
employee and management perceptions. Furthermore, the study of ethics in the context 
of the lodging industry has not been a longstanding focus of research, and is just 
beginning to develop a body of literature. Managers who see themselves as working 
ethically in support of their company’s values will likely benefit by making decisions that 
ensure the success of the hotel. Implications for applied ethics in the areas of employee 
training and education programs, management development, and organizational growth 
may all be drawn from this smdy.
The Nature of Exploratory Research
The exploratory research process is often employed in an attempt to gain greater 
knowledge in a particular area. Churchill (1995) described exploratory research as a 
method for establishing priorities, in order to point future research in a particular 
direction. “In general, exploratory research is appropriate to any problem about which 
little is known.. . .  Because knowledge is lacking when an inquiry is begun, exploratory 
studies are characterized by flexibility with respect to the methods used for gaining insight 
and developing hypotheses” (Churchill, 1995, p. 149).
While the data analyzed did reveal several patterns in the responses, no 
hypotheses were developed before the collection and analysis of data. As Bellenger and 
Greenberg proposed (1978), one of the three main functions of conducting exploratoiy^ 
research is to develop hypotheses for future research. The study incorporated this strategy
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in order to generate the priorities of which Churchill spoke above. Consequently, 
hypotheses were developed during the recommendations of Chapter Five.
Constraints
Several constraints have affected the research process and are explained in the 
following section in terms of limitations and delimitations. Limitations were seen as 
those constraints that were found to be beyond the control of the researcher.
Delimitations refer to constraints that were within the control of the researcher and are 
described here. Issues o f validity and reliability are expanded upon during Chapter Three, 
and again in Chapter Five.
Limitations
The results of the study are limited to the ability of the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire to accurately determine and categorize the perceptions of the respondents. 
While the instrument has proven to be both valid and reliable (Victor and Cullen, 1993), 
it still only represents one measure of management perceptions. The research is also 
limited by the fact that it is exploratory in nature. The study of ethics in the hospitality 
industry is fairly new and, as such, there is only a small body of literature on the subject.
In many cases, it was necessary to draw inferences from research conducted in related, 
but not identical, fields.
Delimitations
The scope of the study was limited to include only those lodging managers at the 
five properties (A, B, C, D and E) included for the study. These letters are used to 
represent the different properties because while descriptions are given, survey
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7administrators had requested not to have their individual properties identified. The 
sample used was one of convenience. While responses came from managers at five 
different lodging properties, caution should be exercised in attempting to generalize the 
results to a larger population. However, the study is still seen as important for gaining 
insight into the study of ethical reasoning in hospitality, and proved to be useful for the 
exploratory purposes of this study.
Although gaming is recognized as a large portion of the local hospitality industry, 
this study has chosen to look mainly at lodging managers, in order to make more valid 
comparisons to other studies dealing with lodging and service. While there were several 
surveys completed by gaming managers, the vast majority were from the lodging 
segment.
Summary
This chapter intended to serve as a framework for the remainder of the study. As 
noted above, the work of early symbolic interactionists paved the way for more recent 
theorists in the study of organizational behavior. Using this approach as a starting point, 
the study has focused on several theoretical constructs on which to base an interpretation 
of management perceptions of their ethical environments. Although the examination of 
ethics in the business environment is relatively new to the hospitality literature, 
exploratory research has contributed to the expanding knowledge base. This study 
interprets the perceptions o f lodging managers in an effort to continue this process.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This smdy arose from a general interest in the frequently reported instances of 
both ethical and unethical behavior that exist in the modem business environment. 
However, the broad subject of business ethics, when considered in terms of academic 
research, may take many forms. Three main theoretical research areas were seen as 
contributing to the scope of this smdy and are detailed in this chapter.
First, the distinctions between macro and micro approaches to behavioral smdy 
have received some attention. This includes a discussion of the organization and its 
climate, its influences, the things that it influences, and the perceptions o f its members. 
The second, deals with symbolic interactionism, and the formation of meaning derived 
from human interaction with other people or things. Finally, the chapter turns to issues of 
moral and ethical development. In this section, ± e  discussion focuses on ethical and 
unethical behavior such as personal values, norms, and attitudes. Moral development is 
discussed as the impetus for the development of the ethical climate types used in the 
Ethical Climate Questionnaire.
Some of the limited applications of ethical research in the hospitality and service 
industries are also discussed. Specifically, this discussion includes Hall’s (1992) 
publication on ethics and hospitality management, Upchurch’s smdy (1993) on the
8
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9relationship between ethical climate types and leadership, and Murphy, Smith, and 
Daley’s (1992) examination of attitudes, organizational size and ethical issues within a 
service industry.
As the research base continues to grow, many of the studies considered do not 
directly focus on the hotel environment. Given this, it was considered appropriate to 
draw parallels from general studies to the hospitality industry. Chapter Two highlights 
the theoretical foundations, and draws a relationship between the theoretical literature and 
the methodological objectives to be engaged during the discussion of the research 
methodology in Chapter Three.
The Organizational Environment 
Before an assessment of the role of the organization can be made, it is necessary 
to examine a  definition of an organization. Miles (1980) described an organization as “a 
coalition of interest groups, sharing a common resource base, paying homage to a 
common mission, and depending upon a larger context for its legitimacy and 
development” (p. 5). The organization has been characterized in countless studies, and 
from numerous theoretical perspectives. The basic distinction in the assessment of 
organizational behavior is between the macro and micro approaches. A brief comparison 
between macro and micro approaches to organizational behavior follows, in order to 
clarify the research perspective that was adopted.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Macro Organizational Behavior 
Sociologists have considered the organization to be a favorable source of group 
analysis. BQiandwalla (1977) articulated the major sociological perspectives in terms of 
the macro analysis of organizations. He observed that while specific theories differ, it 
appears that overall similarities exist. Sociologists often look for underlying structural 
forces that may serve to explain the behavior in an organizations such as change, conflict, 
harmony and survival. For example, Durkheim (1933) studied change when he 
developed his theory of societal evolution from the “mechanical solidarity” stage, 
characterized by a low division o f labor, to the “organic solidarity” stage, representing a 
high division of labor.
A sociological analysis tends to consider process, structure, and subsystems as 
more important to understanding the organization than the characteristics of the 
individual members o f that group. Observations of both social order and social 
abnormality can help to explain the nature of organizational process and structure 
(Khandwalla, 1977).
While organizational structure and process are fundamental considerations. Miles 
(1980) differentiated between the organizations under consideration. For example, more 
differences may exist within two departments of one organization than between the same 
two departments in different organizations. In Miles’ (1980) analysis, the macro 
organizational approach does not fail to consider individual differences, but rather it 
“attempt[s] to reveal patterns o f behavior across collections of organizational members 
that are influenced by the larger social structures of organization and environment” (p. 3).
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Miles (1980) proposed a table to aid in understanding the comparisons and 
contrasts between macro and micro perspectives of organizations. Table 1 was adopted 
from Miles’ original, and may help to accentuate the distinctions throughout this chapter. 
While the micro approach has not yet been dealt with, it may be clear from Miles’ (1980) 
analysis that both approaches adopt different perspectives of the organizational unit.
Table I
Comparison of Micro and Macro Views of Organizations
Main Issues
Micro Organizational 
Behavior
vs. Macro Organizational 
Behavior
Individual structures and 
processes such as cognitive, 
emotional and physical 
internalization
Structures and 
vs. processes within 
organizations and 
larger environments
Research Examples Examining patterns of these 
structures and processes 
present in a leader. 
Relationships could be drawn 
from this leader to the 
characteristics of another 
individual, or specific 
members of a small group.
Studying how 
management ensures 
vs. that employees follow 
standard operating 
procedures, and their 
system of enforcing 
rules
Applications to Work Training leaders and initiating
Environment individual and group change vs.
Designing and 
developing structures 
and processes within 
the organization. 
Initiating
organizational and 
environmental change.
Note. Adapted from Macro organizational behavior, by R. H. Miles, 1980, p. 3.
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Stead, Worrell, and Stead (1990) considered organizational factors such as the 
philosophies and behavior of upper-level management, normative structures, and positive 
reinforcement as all playing a key role in influencing employee behavior. Other 
individual factors outlined in Stead et al.’s (1990) model included sex roles, religion, age, 
work experience, and the presence of significant others such as one’s spouse, family, 
children, or friends. From this macro perspective, these factors were viewed by Stead et 
al. (1990) as contributing to the shaping of the organizational socialization process and 
influencing the overall organizational structure. These factors are considered relevant 
because further on in this smdy, demographic characteristics such as gender and size of 
property were considered during the analysis of the data.
Micro Organizational Behavior 
The smdy of organizational behavior was pioneered by social psychologists who 
were interested in the namre of groups on a more individual level (Miles, 1980). The 
work of Kurt Lewin (1935), Elton Mayo (1960, rev. ed.), and Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, and 
Snoek (1964) all contributed to the foundation of research in organizational behavior 
through their theories and related research.
In Lewin’s (1935) seminal work on driving and restraining forces of personality, 
he used mathematical language to help expand social psychology into a new theoretical 
realm. Although it may be an oversimplification of Lewin’s complicated language, the 
work dealt with behavior in terms of one’s external environment, and his or her ability to 
gain accessibility through movement, be it physical, or psychological. Throughout this 
process, Lewin focused on the barriers that may be encountered, which restrict one’s
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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movement. According to Lewin. these barriers may occur “by reason of the social 
situation ... or because of the limitation of his own social, physical and intellectual 
abilities” (1935, p. 80). In his foreword. Lewin suggested that using such mathematical 
language would allow “. . . a  greater ability to bridge the gap between theory and 
particular fact. . . .  I am more and more convinced that [the research] will become, 
beyond this, a solid framework for a dynamic sociology” (1935, p. vi). Lewin's work had 
an impact on the way that early social psychologists considered human behavior. It is 
relevant to this study because it considers the interaction between an individual and his or 
her environment from a different perspective than those which follow.
Elton Mayo’s (1960) work contributed to the study and development of 
organizational behavior through his many studies on human efficiency, fatigue and 
monotony in the work environment. Mayo realized the importance of management- 
employee relations long before it became a common area of business interest. As Mayo 
had stated earlier in 1933:
The human aspect of industry has changed very considerably in the past fifty 
years. The nature and range of these questions are still partly known to us, but the 
question of their significance is no longer in dispute. Whereas the human 
problems of industry were regarded until recently as lying within the strict 
province of the specialist, it is now beginning to be realized that a clear statement 
of such problems in particular situations is necessary to the effective thinking of 
every business administrator and every economic expert. (1960, p. 1)
Mayo’s most famous study commenced in 1926, with factory workers at the 
Western Electric Company, in Hawthorne, Illinois. The study looked at worker
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productivity in different situations, with the best known in relation to levels of 
illumination from the lighting above. It was found that many of the workers who 
received the altered lighting (brighter, or dimmer) increased in their productivity. This 
phenomenon which dealt with attention received became known as the “Hawthorne 
Effect” (Mayo, 1960).
Research conducted by Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, and Snoek (1964) in role conflict 
and role ambiguity laid the foundation for a major component of organizational behavior 
by addressing the stresses that can arise in an organization. Goll (1997) provided a 
straightforward definition for each of these terms. Role conflict in the context of the 
workplace, he described, is “a conflict between the expectations that the organization has 
for new employees and the expectations that the new employees have; commonly referred 
to as unrealistic expectations” (p. 214). Goll defined role ambiguity as a state that 
“occurs when a person simply is not certain how to behave.. . .  Specifically, it could 
occur when the norms o f the organization are perceived not to enhance the values or 
goals” (p. 214).
In their discussion of role relations in formal organizations, Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, 
and Snoek (1964) presented two models with which to consider role conflict. The first 
was the tendency for members of a formal organization to rebuke a particular member for 
“flagrantly [violating] an important and generally held organizational norm” (p. 165).
This scenario was related to the chorus in an opera, which tends to view the main 
character from a single, unified perspective. More likely to occur, according to the 
researchers, was the tendency for organizational members to mirror an operatic ensemble. 
In this case:
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A person’s role senders — each also the occupant of an organizational office, 
each subjected to a unique set of role expectations, and each bearing a unique 
relationship to the focal person —  differ among themselves as to what they expect 
of the focal person.” (pp. 165-166)
In the context of this study, role conflict and ambiguity may have considerable 
implications in the analysis of management perceptions of ethical issues. This will be 
expanded upon in the final chapter.
Social psychologists remain concemed with social forces that may exist in the 
organization. The difference, according to Thoits (1995), is that “psychologists more 
often explicate the mechanisms through which social factors affect individuals” (p. 1231). 
While the influence of social factors on organizational behavior is considerable, it cannot 
overshadow the importance of one’s personality. Stead, Worrell, and Stead (1990) 
proposed individual factors such as ego strength, machiavellianism, and locus of control. 
Crandall (1973) described ego strength as one’s ability to manage tension and dictate his 
or her behavior such situations. Machialvellianism, on the other hand, has come to 
represent an individual’s tendency to deceive and mislead others (Robinson, 1973).
Locus of Analvsis in the Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
While ego strength and machiavelliaism may play a part in exerting an impact on 
one’s behavior, the concept o f locus of control compliments the thrust of this study for 
one main reason. It closely mirrors one of the dimensions (locus of analysis) used in the 
survey instrument administered for this study, the Ethical Climate Questionnaire. Locus 
of control has been defined by Rotter (1954) as the origin of control of one’s outcome in 
life, be it acmal or perceived. Rotter drew a distinction between internal and external
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control. A person characterized by internal control was described as one who believes 
that his or her actions determine the course o f life circumstances. Conversely, the 
external control distinction refers to someone who believes that he or she has no control 
over their future, regardless of their actions. Stead, Worrell, and Stead described the 
concept as “a measure of whether or not a person believes that his or her outcomes in life 
are determined by his/her own actions (internal) or by luck, fate or powerful others and 
institutions (externals)” (Stead et al., 1990, p. 234).
The locus of analysis dimension in the context of the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire is a breakdown of three referent groups that assist members of the 
organization in matching their perceptions to organizational roles. Victor and Cullen 
(1988) described the locus of analysis as the “source of moral reasoning used for applying 
ethical criteria to organizational decisions” (p. 105). The three categories used are 
labeled individual (personally based), local (group/organizationally based) and 
cosmopolitan (socially based). Simply stated, it refers to one’s frame of reference in 
terms of how decisions are made.
Symbolic Interactionism 
Both sociologists and social psychologists have made contributions to the study of 
the organization. However, by adopting either of these perspectives exclusively, it is 
difficult to explore the interaction between the individual and the group. As Thoits 
(1995) mentions:
Symbolic interactionist research falls between social structure and personality and 
psychological social psychology. Symbolic interactionists pay attention to
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structural relationships, organizational features o f social environments, and 
generalized expectations of norms that influence behavior. . .  yet simultaneously 
attempt to identify the mechanisms through which the individual and society have
mutual influences [their] explanatory mechanisms are often less deterministic,
more complex, and more interpretive than those of psychologists, (p. 1232)
The works of Mead (1964) and Blumer (1969) were drawn upon to represent the 
evolution and development of symbolic interactionism. However, before their work can 
be discussed, it is important to mention the influences o f two of their sociological 
contemporaries, Smelser (1963) and Parsons (1964).
Smelser (1962) asserted that he agreed with Parsons and Shils’ (1951) definition 
of action as being “from the actor’s point o f view” (p. 24). Furthermore, in his 
assessment o f their work, he attempted to:
Apply the same definition to a system of action composed of the interaction of 
two or more actors.... At this, the social-system level, the units of analysis are not 
need-dispositions or motives, but roles (e.g., husband, church-member, citizen) 
and organizations (e.g., political parties, business firms, families).” (1962, p. 24)
To further explain this process, Smelser saw four elements as playing a key role in 
this action: (1) values, (2) norms, (3) mobilization, and (4) situational facilities. He saw 
values as “the desirable end states which act as a guide to human endeavor” (1962, p. 25). 
He also acknowledged, as does this study, that values are constructs that are difficult to 
measure and impossible to physically or mentally separate on their own. However,
Smelser (1962) argued that values do exist in the context of human action, and must be
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accurately identified through the collection of evidence, either directly (i.e. through 
written or verbal communication), or indirectly, a much more difficult undertaking.
The construct of values is evident in Parsons’ later work (1964) after his 
collaboration with Shils (Parsons & Shils, 1951). In it, he acknowledged, “There is no 
clearly settled usage of the concept of value in sociology, anthropology, and psychology, 
and hence of the ways in which it is to be used in the analysis of social and personality 
systems” (Parsons, 1964, p. 194).
Smelser (1962) defined norms as the rules that exist, which “represent, in certain 
respects, a narrowing of the possible applications of the general values” (p. 26). Goll’s 
(1997) articulation of norms is double-edged. He states, “First, and primary, norms 
enhance and protect the values of the organization. Second, norms articulate the 
processes for achieving the organization’s goals and establishing performance standards” 
(p. 26).
The third component in Smelser’s (1962) model is the mobilization of these 
values and norms into action. This occurs when statuses have been established, that 
clearly identify “who will be the agents in the pursuit o f valued ends, how the actions of 
these agents will be structured into concrete roles and organizations, and how they will be 
rewarded for responsible participation in theses roles and organizations” (p. 27). Finally, 
“situational facilities” make up the fourth component of social actions. According to 
Smelser (1962):
It refers to the actor’s knowledge of the opportunities and limitations of the 
environment and, in some cases, his knowledge of his own ability to influence the 
environment. In both cases, this knowledge is relative to the possibility of
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realizing a goal which is part of his role or organizational membership.”
(emphasis added, p. 28)
Goll (1997) noted that these four elements are interrelated, and that “any inconsistency 
between the values and norms may negatively impact upon status, thus creating the 
potential for role ambiguity” (p. 21). This concept of interrelatedness will be revisited in 
the final chapter.
Parsons (1964) emphasized that personality is shaped by social and cultural 
influences. As such, it applies to this study because research objective two, deals with 
drawing parallels between individual management perceptions and the organization as a 
whole. In his theory of action. Parsons (1964) theorized four major subsystems which he 
used to analyze behavior: (1) the human as a behavioral organism, (2) the personality, (3) 
the social system, and (4) the cultural system. While Parsons (1964) holds that the 
personality is largely shaped by social and cultural influences, he has maintained that it 
“becomes an independent system through its relations to its own organism and through 
the uniqueness of its own life experience; it is not a mere epiphenomenon of the structure 
of the society” (p. 82).
While Smelser and Parsons dealt with social action. Mead and Blumer examined 
more specifically the interaction that takes place between two parties. This latter thought 
“was intended to broaden what was perceived as the rigidity of the earlier thinking of 
Parsons and Smelser” (Goll, 1997, p. 21). Turner (1988) criticized Parsons’ tendency to 
focus on social actions rather than interactions. One of M ead’s (1964) best-known 
theories deals with the interactive process, the basis for symbolic interactionism. 
Fundamentally, Mead (1964) saw people as organisms and their actions as gestures.
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These gestures send signals to others and are perceived by others, and responded to based 
on that perception. Finally, the original person responds by altering his or her behavior. 
When all of these steps take place. Mead called this one interaction.
In Turner’s assessment (1988), Mead saw this interactive process as unique to 
human beings for three reasons. First, humans have the capacity to adopt roles (role- 
taking), and can guide their behavior, or their responses to others. Second, humans can 
view themselves as objects by examining their own gestures (capacity for M ead’s “self’). 
Third, humans can practice their behavior first in their minds, and then anticipate the 
responses they will receive.
Mead’s founding work in symbolic interactionism was amplified by the work of 
Herbert Blumer. Blumer (1969) clarified the three basic premises proposed by Mead 
(1964) on which symbolic interactionism rests:
1. We act based on meaning.
2. Meaning for things and people is derived from our interaction with them.
3. Meaning is established and adjusted through an interpretive process.
Blumer (1969) emphasized that the basic difference between symbolic interactionism and 
other theoretical stances that agree with premises (1) and (2), was the incorporation of 
the third element. This process of interpersonal interaction creates the meaning, and as 
such, the meaning is not inherent. As Blumer stated (1969), “symbolic interactionism 
sees meaning as social products, as creations that are formed in and through the defining 
activities of people as they interact” (p. 5).
Throughout his work (1969), Blumer noted the differences between sociological 
and psychological perspectives. Sociologically, he held that behavior tends to be
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attributed to factors such as “status position, cultural prescriptions, norms, values, 
sanctions, role demands and social system requirements” (1969, p. 7). Conversely, 
Blumer saw psychology as having the tendency to attribute behavior to “such factors as 
motives, attitudes, hidden complexes, elements of psychological organization, and 
psychological processes” (1969, p. 7). Blumer (1969) stressed that the uniqueness of 
symbolic interactionism lies in the premise that situational meaning is derived from what 
is implied and interpreted by each of the actors involved in a given interaction. “Social 
interaction is an interaction between actors, and not between factors imputed to them” 
(Blumer, 1969, p. 8).
While each theorist established his own interpretation, they all appear to be guided 
by the central concept —  the process by which social “actors” choose to find meaning in 
their everyday interaction with people and in ordinary situations (Blumer, 1969). It is not 
unreasonable to assume that perceptions play a key role in determining this meaning. The 
second research question deals with the role of perceptions, as they relate to the symbolic 
interactionist perspective. This has been the focus for understanding the organizational 
climate.
Organizational Climate: The Role of Perceptions 
The first research question was “In what way do perceptions influence a person’s 
assessment . his or her work environment?”. Since the Ethical Climate Questionnaire is 
designed to measure the perceptions of managers, it may be helpful to include a 
theoretical discussion of the nature o f the organizational climate as it relates to the notion 
of perceptions.
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Davis (1962) defined the organizational climate using an analogy:
[The] climate for an organization is somewhat like personality for a person. The 
perceptions which people have of that climate produce its image in their minds. 
Some organizations are bustling and efficient, others are easygoing. Some are 
quite human, others are hard and cold. They change slowly, being influenced by 
their leaders and their environment, (p. 58)
Champion (1975) drew a parallel between the study of organizational climates and 
the development of the “human-relations” school o f the 1940s. This school, largely a 
reaction to the traditional organizational models, was founded during the late 1920's.
Mayo was instrumental in its creation. Champion (1975) elaborated on these traditional 
models, stating:
They assume[d] that human beings [would] perform tasks without emotion. . . .  
Mayo believed that although organizations exhibit many rational properties, the 
work attitudes and sentiments of the members must be considered as primary 
motivating factors affecting variables such as productivity and morale. The 
“human-relations model,” as it was subsequently labeled, reflects the view that 
man is a collection of sentiments. These sentiments must be considered as 
strategic in virtually every phase of organizational planning and change.
(p. 45)
Champion (1975) proceeded with his discussion of perceptions when he defined 
“individual variables” as those that reflect the perceptions of the work atmosphere and the 
jobs being done (p. 112). Moreover, Champion saw three categories contributing to these 
individual variables: (a) The attitudes of the organization’s members, (b) their job
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features, and (c) the details and performance of their roles. Each of the categories were 
further differentiated by several variables to aid in measurement.
hi his discussion of attitudes. Champion (1975) indicated that levels of aspiration 
by workers are “usually treated as independent variables which can be used to account for 
levels of job satisfaction, productivity, and cooperation and conflict among workers” (pp.
113-114). The features of the job were described as relating directly to the status of the 
position. They included variables such as decision-making power, job status, and work 
routine and monotony. Finally, Champion (1975) described the third category as 
concerning “employees’ perceptions of job activity” and included variables such as 
productivity, role clarity and role conflict (p. 117).
Schneider (1975) operationalized the term work climate (used interchangeably 
here with the term organizational climate) as the perceptions that “are psychologically 
meaningful molar descriptions that people can agree characterize a system’s practices and 
procedures” (p. 474). It is the observations of these “practices and procedures” that 
constitute the purpose of the Ethical Climate Questionnaire. This may help to amplify the 
request of the Ethical Climate Questionnaire that seeks to emphasize the importance of 
gaining accurate perceptions of how it is in the organization rather than how it should be 
(see instructions for Ethical Climate Questionnaire, second component of the survey 
instrument in Appendix A).
Keith Davis (1981) provided a slightly more lay definition of perception when he 
described it as “an individual’s own view of the world. People perceive their 
environment in an organized framework that they have built out of their own experiences 
and values. Their own problems, interests, and backgrounds control their perception of
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each situation” (1981, p. 53). The literature review will now turn to a discussion of the 
ethical component o f the study.
The Role of Ethics
It may be appropriate to pause and re-examine the focus of this chapter. Thus far, 
the chapter has examined three main areas. The first area was the distinction between 
macro and micro perspectives on organizational behavior. Essentially, this covered how 
different perspectives have described the processes and structures which they ascribe to 
the individual, or to the group as a whole. The second area looked at the development of 
symbolic interactionism, and presented a brief overview of some of the main points of 
both agreement and debate. Despite differences in the Mead-Blumer and Parsons- 
Smelser schools of thought, the central concept of the importance of social action, or 
interaction, appears to be consistent. Finally, the concept of organizational climate has 
been discussed. In this section, the “human-relations” school o f the 1940's was discussed, 
and an emphasis was placed on the role of perceptions by members o f the organization.
Organizational behavior in the context of individual and group interaction has 
been the focus up to this point. The purpose of this next section is to examine how 
personal and organizational values enter into the formation of perceptions, and to present 
the notion that, “One’s values, therefore, shape one’s ethics” (Carroll, 1981, p. 67).
Ethics in Climate Research
Ethical theory lies behind the main objective of this study; to further understand 
the role o f ethics in the hospitality industry. However, before examining ethics within the
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field of hospitality, it is necessary to first consider the broader subject o f business ethics. 
Drucker (1981) pointed out that while the concept entails an element o f social 
responsibility, this is not the sole defining feature. Business ethics also envelops 
considerations of prudence, self-development, and interdependence. Drucker’s (1981) 
discussion of interdependence is most compelling.
Virtually all concerns of “business ethics”. . .  have to do with a relationship of 
interdependence, whether that between the organization and the employee, the 
manufacturer and the customer, the hospital and the patient, the university and the 
student, an so on. . . .  in a relationship of interdependence it is the mutuality of 
obligation that creates true equality, regardless of differences in rank, wealth or 
power, (pp. 13-15)
This “relationship of interdependence” appears to be congruent with the concept 
of the interactive process identified by Mead and the symbolic interactionists. As such. 
Drucker’s interdependence could be viewed through a symbolic interactionist lens.
Ethics has also been the central focus of research conducted by Archie Carroll 
(1981). Carroll’s discussion of social responsibility may be linked to Drucker’s notion of 
obligation. However, Carroll drew a distinction between business ethics and social 
responsibility, noting that while they both deal with what should be, the concept of social 
responsibility can be seen extending into the realm of the organization and its role in 
society, while business ethics can be seen as dealing with issues related to the manager 
and the employee. Carroll (1981) states:
When we speak of business ethics, we refer to the rightness and wrongness of the 
behavior or actions of people who work in business organizations. . . .  we can
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conclude that ethical behavior is that kind of behavior expected by society, or 
specific groups, over and above legal requirements, (p. 61)
Carroll (1981) presented a model for understanding the components of an 
ethically related situation. Figure 1 is helpful for understanding the many elements 
involved.
The behavior or act that
compared with Prevailing norms of
has been committed acceptability
Value judgements
Perceptions
Observers of the 
incident
Figure 1. Elements that go into the determination of ethics. From Business & societv: 
Managing corporate social performance, by A. B. Carroll, 1981, p. 61.
While the role of ethics in business organizations has been the focus of many 
studies (Victor and Cullen, 1988; Messick and Bazerman, 1996; Jennings et al., 1996), 
there has been relatively little research conducted specific within the field of hospitality 
(McLean, 1993). One of the few printed resources devoted to the study of hospitality- 
related ethics is Ethics in Hospitality Management: A Book o f  Readings edited by
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Stephen Hall (1992). This book was described by McLean (1993) in a review as being 
“intended primarily as an applied ethics text for students in hospitality management 
programs” (p. 385). It contains articles written by both academicians and industry leaders 
from various fields and departments, all under the umbrella of hospitality management. 
Topics range from specific areas such as ethical accounting practices and vendor 
relationships, to general issues such as management by values and value systems.
In his preface. Hall (1993) described his purpose for collecting the articles which 
comprise the book:
This book was conceived and produced by IIQEST —  the International Institute 
for Quality and Ethics in Service and Tourism, a non-profit corporation 
established in 1989.... Our goal, thus, became obvious: produce a book of 
readings in ethics for the hospitality industry that would encourage schools to 
begin teaching ethics and authors to begin writing in greater depth about the 
subject, (p. xi)
Despite it being one of the only publications on ethics in hospitality, McLean’s 
review (1993) criticized much of Hall’s book for not utilizing enough of the past 
research on general business ethics. By incorporating this broader material, the 
hospitality industry could adopt what McLean termed “an open dialogue” (p. 388). 
Nevertheless, while warning against a  overly narrow study of ethics, McLean 
acknowledged the substandard state of ethical research in hospitality. While the industry 
has been interested in identifying critical ethical issues from various perspectives 
(Enghaden and Hott, 1992; Hall and Enghagen, 1991), most of the academic research has
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tended to focus on curricular recommendations for education (Kwansa and Farrar, 1991 ; 
Hall, 1993).
Kohlberg’s Moral Development 
Kohlberg’s work on moral reasoning (1984) serves as an important theoretical 
basis for the instrument used in this study. In his discussion of the six stages of moral 
reasoning, Kohlberg drew a parallel between one’s level of moral reasoning and his or her 
ability to use logic in making decisions. Each of these six stages corresponds to a specific 
social perspective, from which the decision-maker bases the decision. These stages, 
according to Kohlberg (1984, pp. 174-176), are as follows:
1. Heteronomous Moralitv
In the first stage, the actor decides what is right based on his or her desire to avoid 
punishment. There is little or no concern for the interests of others and the social 
perspective is the egocentric point o f view.
2. Individualism. Instrumental Purpose, and Exchange
In this stage, the actor decides what is right based on what is fair, as long as it 
serves a purpose. Consideration is given to another person through the creation of a deal 
or agreement. The social perspective is the concrete individualistic perspective.
3. Mutual Interpersonal Expectations. Relationships, and Interpersonal Conformitv
Moral decisions are formed in this stage from role expectations (such as “brother” 
or “friend”) and from behaviors normally expected. Rules are maintained in order to 
enhance these stereotypes. The social perspective is the perspective o f the individual in 
relationships with other individuals.
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4. Social System and Conscience
Laws and agreements are seen as important to live up to in this stage because they 
prevent breakdown in the actor’s organization or social system. Contributions to society 
are seen as important. The social perspective differentiates the societal point o f view 
from interpersonal agreement or motives.
5. Social Contract or Utility and Individual Rights
Stage five occurs when the actor is cognizant of other people’s values and 
opinions and sees them in relative terms. There is a feeling of responsibility to follow 
societal laws because of a social contract to do so. The social perspective is the prior-to- 
society perspective.
6. Universal Ethical Principles
Self-designated universal ethical principles are the basis of most decisions. A 
personal commitment to these principles also exists. Laws are usually seen as congruent 
with these principles. The social perspective is the perspective of a moral point of view.
Kohlberg’s Stages and the Ethical Climate Questionnaire
The Ethical Climate Questionnaire makes use of Kohlberg’s theorized stages by 
incorporating them into hypothesized ethical work climates. Kohlberg, who conducted a 
majority of his research in the field of developmental psychology, theorized that certain 
social factors beyond individual differences contributed to the “moral atmosphere” of a 
group. Victor and Cullen (1988) relate this idea to the concept of the ethical climate “in 
that it represents the prevailing norms of the group and not the individual’s level of moral 
development” (p. 103). However, Kohlberg did not draw this association to the 
organization, as his research tended to be contained to applications moral education.
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Implications for the Hospitality Industry 
While this review of the literature has mentioned that a limited amount of ethics 
research has made direct connections to the hospitality industry, it is important to discuss 
several studies in order to understand what developments have occurred. Murphy et al. 
(1992) chose to examine a major motor carrier of general freight as a basis for exploration 
into ethical practices. Although this particular industry is not identical to the hospitality 
field, it may be compared given one similar business objective —  to provide a quality 
service to a customer, rather than a product. In their study, variables such as leadership, 
management attitudes, the presence of a written set of ethical codes, and the size of the 
organization were considered as potential factors affecting the level of ethical behavior.
For example, the authors theorized that firm size (as measured by revenue) would 
have an effect on ethical behavior. However, because of conflicting previous findings, 
they did not indicate a possible direction of the relationship. In the results, Murphy et al. 
(1992) described firm size as “a moderately strong predictor o f a company’s ethical 
behavior. However, the multivariate results indicate that the nature of this relationship is 
unclear. For some issues, small firms do not practice the particular behavior, while on 
other issues, large firms do not practice the behavior in question” (p. 18). It appears from 
this finding that how ethically an organization’s environment is relates less to size, and 
more to the specific nature of each decision. Size of property was a variable taken into 
consideration during the analysis of the data in Chapter Four.
While it may go beyond the scope of this study, it is important to mention a 
theoretical tool known as Management by Values, and show how it may pertain to the 
notion of business ethics.
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Management by Values (MB V) is an approach to developing consistency 
throughout the organization as a basis for shaping and clarifying the reason the 
organization exists. This consistency is seen as enhancing personal satisfaction 
and productivity as well as organizational stability and predictability. (Goll, 1997, 
p. 19)
Goll’s MBV model (1997) may be relevant to the thrust of this paper, by emphasizing the 
adaptable but crucial integration o f three fundamental elements: values, norms, and goals. 
These make up what Goll labels, the “action triad.” Individual and organizational values 
comprise complex value systems which can affect change and influence behavior. The 
goals are “the tangible manifestations of the organization’s values” (Goll, 1997, p. 25). 
Finally, norms are the means by which the goals are achieved.
The Management by Values model may serve useful in its application to business 
ethics when one considers Goll's theoretical description of the flow from the action triad, 
to the formation of roles, status, and ultimately, the organizational environment.
Moreover, the examination of Drucker’s idea that personal ethics are shaped by personal 
values is vital within the context of the value-laden management paradigm described by 
Goll. The connections between the MBV model and business ethics is revisited again 
during Chapter Five, within the context of this study.
Business ethics is a subject abundant in breadth and depth. A preliminary analysis 
has revealed a multitude of related topics that go beyond the scope of this study. This 
chapter reviewed some of the main theoretical stances that contribute to the purpose of 
this study —  to assess and interpret management perceptions of their work climates. The 
chapter serves as a basis for interpretation of the data presented in Chapter Four. The
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next section will describe the methodology used for the collection and analysis o f survey 
data.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY 
Research Objective
The purpose of this exploratory study was to gain insight into the perceptions and 
observations of ethical issues, as reported by managers in the lodging industry. It was the 
intention of the study to identify any patterns in the responses from the survey instrument 
based on demographic differences such as gender, years of experience, size of property, 
type of property and age category. Through an assessment and interpretation of 
management perceptions, the research was designed further the understanding by fellow 
researchers on the role that ethics plays in lodging operations. Furthermore, this study 
adds to the expanding body of knowledge on applied business ethics by drawing 
associations between the subjects’ responses and practical applications to the hotel 
industry.
Population and Sample 
The smdy’s sample consisted of managers, supervisors, and executives from 
various departments in five separate hotel properties. The properties represented several 
market segments. Three were located in the Las Vegas area, and two were located in 
California. Initially, the research was designed to focus on responses from members of a
33
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lodging managers’ association. However, certain logistical difficulties arose, and. after 
preliminary analysis based on discussions with contacts at each of the five properties, it 
was decided that managers at these properties would be appropriate subjects for the study. 
The sample of managers at the five properties was essentially a convenience sample and, 
therefore, it was not possible to generalize from the sample to a larger population. For 
the purposes of this study, no attempt was made to determine the total number of 
managers in lodging operations in these geographical regions for a population from which 
to obtain a random sample. While the sample was not representative of a larger 
population of managers, it may not unreasonable to suggest that the results are partially 
applicable to the climates of operations in similar geographical locations to those 
included in the sample.
The objective of the exploratory research was to increase knowledge of ethics in 
hotels by testing a small sample of managers, rather than to identify relationships between 
variables and test specific hypotheses. It was anticipated that approximately 100 surveys 
would be distributed. The sample was chosen after an appraisal of the properties, their 
various markets, and the accessibility of the survey administrators to gain management 
responses. The respondents were all working in the lodging operations at the time o f the 
survey.
The first property. Property A, was an independent mid-market full-service hotel, 
casino and entertainment destination, located on the Strip in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Property B was an upscale, luxurious full-service property located in a major urban 
market in southern California. It is part of a well-known international hotel chain.
Property C was also a full-service property, located in a coastal resort community north of
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Los Angeles. It is also part o f a well-known international hotel chain, however a different 
one than that of Property B. Property D was a  fiill-service, mid-market hotel and casino 
located roughly 30 miles outside of Las Vegas. Property E was a full-service, upscale 
casino resort also located on the Strip in Las Vegas. Similar to Upchurch’s study (1993). 
this study defined a ftill-service property was used as a hotel that offers sleeping rooms, 
as well as significant food and beverage service. Table 2 may help to highlight the 
market distinctions.
Table 2
Market Breakdown for Five Properties Used In Sample
Property M arket Location Part o f  Major 
Hotel Chain? 
(Y/N)
A Mid-market entertainment and 
casino resort destination
Las Vegas 
Strip
N
B Top-end, luxury and business 
executive destination
Urban center,
southern
California
Y
C Top-end tourist and 
convention/meeting destination
Coastal resort 
community in 
California
Y
D Mid-market gaming and dining 
destination
Southem
Nevada
N
E Top-end entertainment and casino 
resort destination
Las Vegas 
Strip
N
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Survey Design 
Demographic Data Questionnaire 
Data were obtained from respondents who completed a survey made up of two 
questionnaires. The first was the demographic data questionnaire (see survey instrument. 
Appendix A), designed by the researcher to assess several variables. The objective was to 
enable categorization of responses from the next section, the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire (ECQ). Since the subject of work-related ethical issues can sometimes be 
viewed as a sensitive one, the demographic questions were posed at the beginning of the 
survey in order to be perceived as less intrusive.
Questions #1 and #7 were designed to simply ascertain the gender and age 
category of each respondent through close-ended, ordered response categories (see Salant 
& Dillman, 1994). These were viewed as relevant questions because of other research 
relating age and gender to responses on ethical issues.
For question #7, attempting to measure the exact age o f each respondent was seen 
as less important than the age category because determining one’s general level of 
experience was considered more meaningful to the study than one’s age. Responses were 
limited to the following categories: (a) Under 30 years old, (b) 30 - 39 years, (c) 40 - 49 
years, (d) 50 - 59 years, and (e) 60 years and over.
Question #2 was designed to determine the department in which each respondent 
worked. This was phrased as an open-ended question, asking respondents to indicate 
their department by writing their answer in a blank area. This was done to allow for 
possible collapsing of categories to aid in analysis. As a hypothetical example, if one 
respondent indicated he managed a restaurant at the hotel, and another indicated she was
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a supervisor in room service, both could be later classified as being in a single category 
called, “Food and Beverage.”
Once the department was ascertained, question #3 attempted to determine the 
level of management the respondent held. It read as follows:
3. What is your job classification at your current place of employment? (Please mark 
an “X” in the appropriate space. If you hold more than one position, indicate your 
highest position held)
Responses were limited to the following categories: (a) Executive management, (b) 
department head, (c) supervisor, (d) general manager, (e) manager, and (f) other (please 
specify).
The next question, #4, measured how long the respondent had been employed in 
that particular position. Response categories included: (a) Less than one year, (b) 
between 1 and 2 years, (c) between 3 and 5 years, (d) between 6 and 10 years, and (e) 
over 10 years. Between questions #2, #3, and #4, analysis was possible on variables of 
departmental area, and level of management in the organizational structure, and length of 
employment in that position.
Question #5 included the same response categories as #4, however, it was 
designed to measure overall lifetime management experience. While the study did not 
specifically hypothesize this, it was expected that respondents’ results from the ECQ 
would differ along levels o f experience.
Finally, Question #6 measured the size of each property based on number of 
sleeping rooms (including suites). This was included for the purpose of ascertaining the
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general size of the organization at that particular property. This was seen as relevant to 
the study because of research conducted that has dealt with size of an organization.
Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
The Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ) was developed by Victor and Cullen 
(1987). According to the researchers who developed it. the 36-item Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire “was designed to tap respondents’ perceptions o f how the members of an 
organization typically make decisions concerning various ‘events, practices, and 
procedures’” (Cullen, Victor, & Bronson, 1993, p. 669). Cullen et al. (1993) emphasized 
that the when developing the ECQ, ± e  researchers attempted to overcome the potential 
bias of perceptions being influenced by individual psychological differences by using a 
design that stressed “description rather than feelings” (p. 671). Since the ECQ did not 
question respondents on their particular behavior, it was expected that it would elicit 
more truthful responses than if it were to ask questions about behavioral practices.
The questionnaire ascertains responses by presenting statements about the nature 
of the organizational climate and using a Likert summated rating scale for each response. 
The categories range from “completely false” (which is a rating of zero) to “completely 
true” (which is a rating of five). Each of the 36 items corresponds to a particular ethical 
climate type, along two dimensions which were hypothesized by Victor and Cullen
(1988X
Validity and Reliability 
The ECQ has been tested for construct validity and reliability with a sample of 
1,167 individuals in 12 organizations (Cullen et al., 1993), and has been found to be both
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valid and reliable. However, the authors do warn that since only 12 organizations were 
surveyed, “a large sample of organizations is needed to validate ethical climates at the 
organizational level” (p. 673). Further reliability testing was carried out by the 
researcher during Chapter Four by computing Cronbach’s Alpha values.
John Cullen was contacted via telephone and e-mail during October of 1998. 
Permission was requested by the researcher to use the Ethical Climate Questionnaire. Dr. 
Cullen granted the permission (see Appendix B), on the condition that he would receive a 
summary o f the findings upon completion of the study.
As mentioned above, the ECQ is centered around two main dimensions, ethical 
criteria, and locus of analysis. The next section addresses these concepts in greater detail.
1. Ethical Criteria
The dimension of ethical criteria contains three categories collapsed from 
Kohlberg’s theorized six stages of moral development (1984). Perceptions of the 
organization’s climate are classified into one of three categories: egoism (reasoning based 
on one’s own interest), benevolence (reasoning based on serving another’s or others’ 
interests), and principle (reasoning is based on serving societal/humanity interests).
During Chapter Two, a description was given of each of Kohlberg’s six stages of moral 
development.
2. Locus o f Analvsis
This dimension is a breakdown of three referent groups that assist members of the 
organization in matching their perceptions to organizational roles. Victor and Cullen 
described the locus of analysis as the “source of moral reasoning used for applying ethical 
criteria to organizational decisions” (1988, p. 105) These groups are titled: individual
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(personally based), local (group/organizationally based) and cosmopolitan (socially 
based).
The following table (Table 3) depicts the hypothesized climates according to 
Cullen et al.’s study (1993). This table illustrates the nine climates that were postulated 
before testing the survey results using factor analysis. It was concluded after a factor 
analysis that the items loaded together on only seven of the nine climates.
Table 3
Original Nine Hvpothesized Climates
Ethical
Criterion
Locus of Analysis
Individual (I) Local(L) Cosmopolitan (C)
Egoism (E) Self-interest (El) Company Profit 
(EL)
Efficiency (EC)
Benevolence (B) Friendship (BI) Team Interest (BL) Social
Responsibility
(BC)
Principle (P) Personal Morality (PI) Rules, Standard 
Operating 
Procedures (PL)
Laws,
Professional 
Codes (PC)
Note. Reproduced from “The ethical climate questionnaire: an assessment of its 
development and validity^,” by J. Cullen, B. Victor, and J. Bronson, 1993, Psychological 
Reports. 73. p. 668.
In a study of accounting firms (Cullen et al., 1993), these hypothesized ethical 
climates were examined using factor analysis. It was found that “the benevolence 
climates of friendship and team interest have not appeared as discrete climates; however.
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the two climates have loaded on the same factor.. . .  It may be that the questionnaire 
lacks the precision necessary to discriminate between these two climates. Alternately, it 
may be that respondents do not differentiate between friendship and team interest in the 
workplace” (Cullen et al., 1993, p.673). This table (Table 4) shows the seven climates 
that were most prominently identified after Cullen et al.’s factor analysis statistical 
analysis. Based on these results, this study employed these seven climates for analysis of 
the ECQ responses.
Table 4
Seven Climate Types Identified After Factor Analvsis
Ethical C riterion Locus of Analysis
Individual (I) Local(L) Cosmopolitan
(C)
Egoism (E) Self-interest (El) Company Profit (EL) / Efficiency 
(EC)
(one combined climate)
Benevolence (B) Friendship (BI) /  Team Interest (BL) 
(one combined climate)
Social
Responsibility
(BC)
Principle (P) Personal Morality 
(PI)
Rules, Standard 
Operating 
Procedures (PL)
Laws,
Professional 
Codes (PC)
Note. Derived from “The ethical climate questionnaire: an assessment of its development 
and validity,” by J. Cullen, B. Victor, and J. Bronson, 1993, Psvchological Reports. 73 
pp. 667-674.
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Ethical Work Climates in Detail 
The following section outlines each of the 36 items on the ECQ, according to their 
corresponding climates.
These items coincide with the climate of Self-Interest (El):
1. In this company, people are mostly out for themselves.
6. There is no room for one’s own personal morals or ethics in this company.
10. In this company, people protect their own interest above other considerations.
33. People in this company are very concerned about what is best for themselves.
These items coincide with the climate o f Company Profit (EL) / Efficiency (EC):
2. The major responsibility for people in this company is to consider efficiency first. 
(EC)
4. People are expected to do anything to further the company’s interests. (EL)
8. W ork is considered sub-standard only when it hurts the company’s interests. (EL)
17. People are concerned with the company’s interests -  to the exclusion of all else. 
(EL)
19. The most efficient way is always the right way, in this company. (EC)
25. In this company, each person is expected, above all, to work efficiently. (EC)
29. Decisions here are primarily viewed in terms of contribution to profit. (EC)
36. Efficient solutions to problems are always sought here. (EC)
These items coincide with the climate of Friendship (BI) /  Team Interest (BL):
5. In this company, people look out for each other’s good. (BI)
12. The most important concern is the good of all the people in the company. (BL)
16. In this company, our major concern is always what is best for the other person.
(BI)
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21. Our major consideration is what is best for everyone in the company. (BL)
27. People in this company view team spirit as important. (BL)
31. People are very concerned about what is generally best for employees in the 
company. (BL)
32. W hat is best for each individual is a primary concern in this organization. (BI)
35. It is expected that each individual is cared for when making decisions here. (BI)
These items correspond with the Social Responsibility (BC) climate:
26. It is expected that you will always do what is right for the customer and public.
28. People in this company have a strong sense of responsibility to the outside 
community.
30. People in this company are actively concerned about the customer’s, and the
public’s, interest.
34. The effect of decisions on the customer and the public are a primary concern for 
this company.
These items coincide with the climate of Personal Morality (PI):
3. In this company, people are expected to follow their own personal and moral
beliefs.
9. Each person in this company decides for him/herself what is right and wrong.
11. The most important consideration in this company is each person’s sense of right
and wrong.
22. In this company, people are guided by their own personal ethics.
These items correspond to the Rules and Standard Operating Procedures (PL) climate:
7. It is very important to follow strictly the company’s rules and procedures here.
15. Everyone is expected to stick by company rules and procedures.
18. Successful people in this company go by the book.
23. Successful people in this company strictly obey the company policies.
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Finally, these items correspond to the climate of Laws and Professional Codes (PC):
13. The first consideration is whether a decision violates any law.
14. People are expected to comply with the law and professional standards over and 
above other considerations.
20. In this company, people are expected to strictly follow legal or professional 
standards.
24. In this company, the law or ethical code of their profession is the major 
consideration.
Survey Administration 
Delivery and Collection 
Once permission was granted by the Office of Sponsored Programs at UNLV (see 
Appendix B), the surveying process began. At each of the five properties, one survey 
administrator, also a manager or supervisor at his or her respective property (A, B, C, D 
or E), was designated to assist in the survey delivery and collection process. After 
contacting the survey administrators and discussing the research project, each received a 
copy of the cover letter, and the survey instrument. These copies were presented to their 
supervisors. In some cases, approval was granted immediately. At other properties, the 
survey was reviewed and approved by a member of the corporate office. Once approval 
was granted, the property was included in the sample. All five properties were compliant.
Following ± is, a package of between 10 and 40 coded surveys was sent or given 
to each survey administrator, along with a detailed list of instructions describing the 
delivery, administration, and collection process. Administrators were instructed to 
distribute the surveys to employees in supervisory or management positions in various
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departments who were willing to complete the questionnaires. They were asked to 
answer any basic questions of the respondents, and told to collect the surveys once they 
were completed. This entire process took place over a period of approximately six 
weeks.
This drop-off method was chosen for two reasons. First, while there was only 
contact with a limited number of properties, it seemed likely from preliminary responses 
that the properties would yield a high response rate. Second, Salant and Dillman ( 1994) 
suggested that the drop-off survey method was suited particularly for “relatively short and 
simple questionnaires,” and allowed the researcher to keep his or her costs within reason, 
while still maintaining human contact (1994, p. 43). Again, it is important to stress at this 
time that the purpose for collecting data in a survey format was to gain general 
perceptions, rather than to identify and describe variable relationships.
“Ethical Surveving”
Salant and Dillman (1994) described a process of surveying that emphasized the 
voluntary nature of the survey, and seems to encompass the direction taken with this 
study. In their book, they observed that “Practically speaking, ethical surveying means 
that you encourage people to respond but do not pressure them in an offensive way.
Clearly this requires a judgment call that each researcher must make based on the 
particular circumstances of his or her survey” (Salant & Dillman, 1994, p. 9).
Their discussion of ethical surveying proceeded to include other considerations, 
such as understanding the differences between confidentiality and anonymity of subjects, 
and respecting their privacy by reporting data in an aggregate form. This practice of
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requesting, but not pressuring, the potential respondents was employed in this study by 
each of the survey administrators.
Cover Letter
Surveys were administered by the designated manager at each property. Each 
survey was accompanied by a cover letter, and placed inside of a 9 x 12 inch manila 
envelope. The cover letter (see Appendix B) described the purpose of the research, 
including the voluntary and confidential role of the subjects as delineated by the Human 
Subjects Committee at UNLV. It also included contact information for both the 
researcher and the Office for Sponsored Programs at UNLV. Finally, the letter gave 
detailed instmctions on completing the survey, returning it or preparing it for pick-up by 
the administrator, and invited the subjects to take the letter for their reference. Subjects 
were granted anonymity of their responses and no names were requested on any of the 
questionnaire materials.
Data Analysis
Results were analyzed using the SPSS statistical analysis software. Standard 
Version 8.0 (1997). Initially, frequency distributions were examined for the managers’ 
responses to the seven demographic questions.
ECQ results were put into categories based on the seven ethical climate types 
derived from the Cullen et al.’s (1993) factor analysis (see Table 4 in previous discussion 
of ethical climates). Frequency distributions were run on all demographic variables, all 
36 Ethical Climate Questionnaire Items, and the seven climate types. Descriptive
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statistics were also computed, such as means and standard deviations, for the different 
climate scores. Finally, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to 
compare means between demographic variables and the seven ethical climate types.
Based on the results of the descriptive statistics, general patterns were reported in the 
data.
Data Presentation
The data were presented in tables that depict the results from each of the statistical 
tests performed. In the cases of combined tests, demographic variables were entered as 
the independent variables, with each climate type as the dependent variable. However, 
despite the importance of statistical analysis, this study needed to remain flexible in its 
methodology. The Ethical Climate Questionnaire was administered to point fumre 
research in a general direction, rather than to make definitive conclusions about the 
ethical work climates in these lodging operations. The data served only as a portion of 
the justification for conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA RESULTS
The data obtained from the survey instrument were analyzed with various 
statistical procedures, in order to examine patterns in the responses. Chapter Four 
outlines these results and includes calculations of response rate, frequency analysis for 
demographic questions, frequency analysis for the seven climate types, reliability analysis 
for the 36 items from the Ethical Climate Questionnaire, means for the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire items and the climates, and, finally, analysis of variance between various 
types and demographic variables.
Response Rate
The rate of response was calculated based on the number of completed surveys 
returned to the researcher by each of the survey administrators, as compared to the total 
number of potential respondents. Potential respondents were defined as people employed 
in the operations in a managerial or supervisory capacity, who were asked by the 
administrators to complete a survey. In all 65 surveys were completed and returned out 
of 84 managers approached. Therefore, the total response rate was calculated to be 
77.4%. The following table (Table 5) illustrates the breakdown of surveys distributed by 
property. It also reveals the percentages of the total number of completed surveys by 
property.
48
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Table 5
Response Rate: Breakdown of Surveys Returned bv Property
Property Number of 
Completed 
Sur\'^eys Returned
Percentage of 
Total 
Completed 
Surveys
Potential
Respondents
Approached
Response
Rate
A 6 9.2% 17 35.3%
B 19 29.2% 22 86.4%
C 11 16.9% 15 73.3%
D 10 15.4% 10 100.0%
E 18 27.7% 20 90.0%
Total 65 100.0% 84 77.4%
Frequency Analysis for Survey Instrument 
Frequency analyses were performed on all demographic variables. Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire items, and their corresponding climate types. This analysis, outlined in the 
following section, provided useful information about the population sampled.
Section 1 : Demographic Questionnaire 
A frequency analysis was calculated for gender for the first question. The results 
revealed in Table 6 indicate a fairly even distribution, with a slightly higher ratio of 
females to males.
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Table 6
Frequency Analvsis: Gender
Frequency Percent
Valid Male 30 46.9
Female 34 53.1
Note, n = 64
Fiitially, the results from the open-ended Question #2 which asked respondents to 
indicate the department in which they work yielded a total of 20 different departmental 
classifications. The departments included positions from many areas within a lodging 
operation, however, not necessarily in even distributions. For example, 32.8% of the 
respondents reported being from housekeeping. In the following table (Table 7), the 
preliminary frequencies are given for department.
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Table 7
Frequency Analvsis: Department Open-Ended Responses
Frequency Percent
Valid Housekeeping' 21 32.8
Human Resources^ 7 10.9
AudioA^isuaf* I 1.6
Sales & Marketing'* 4 6.3
Conventions/Catering^ 3 4.7
Accounting^ 1 1.6
Food & Beverage' 5 7.8
Purchasing^ 1 1.6
Security^ 2 3.1
Rooms Division" 1 1.6
Pool* 2 3.1
Room Service^ 1 1.6
Valet Parking^ 1 1.6
Engineering* 1 1.6
Players Club* 1 1.6
Hotel Operations* 7 10.9
Pit* 1 1.6
Front Desk* 1 1.6
Safety^ 1 1.6
Public Area- 2 3.1
Total 64 100.0
Note. Superscript numbers correspond to the newly created categories after collapsing 
departmental categories. See Table 8 for these collapsed categories, 
n = 64
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In an effort to create more meaningful categories for useful comparison, these 20 
categories were collapsed into six categories. These categories were as follows: ( 1 ) 
Housekeeping, (2) Hotel: Front of the House, (3) Other Hotel Services, (4) Convention 
Services, (5) Food and Beverage, and (6) Casino. These collapsed categories were used 
for all subsequent comparisons with other data. The resulting frequency distribution for 
the revised categories is illustrated in Table 8 .
Table 8
Frequency Analvsis: Collapsed Department Categories
Frequency Percent
Valid ( I ) Housekeeping 21 32.8
(2) Hotel: Front of the House 14 21.9
(3) Other Hotel Services 12 18.8
(4) Convention Services 8 12.5
(5) Food and Beverage 7 10.9
(6) Casino 2 3.1
Note. Numbers beside categories correspond to superscript numbers from Table 7. 
These were how each of the departments from initial responses to Question #2 were 
categorized.
n = 64
The main objective of the study was to examine perceptions as reported by 
lodging managers. As such, the majority of responses came from managers or
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supervisors in lodging departments. However, two respondents were from the casino
segment, although they only comprised 3.1% of the sample and were therefore not
considered a threat to the objective.
Questions #3 through #7 of the demographic questionnaire dealt with job 
classification, length of time at current property, years of management experience, 
number of rooms at property, and age category. It was clear from the analysis that results 
were varied, with the sample representing a wide range in job classification, experience 
level, and age. Tables 9 through 13 illustrate frequency distributions for these 
demographic variables.
Table 9
Frequency Analvsis: Job Classification
Frequency Percent
Valid Executive Management 10 15.6
Department Head 15 23.4
Supervisor 15 23.4
Manager 20 31.3
General Manager 0 0.0
Other 4 6.3
Note. Respondents were asked indicate their highest position held if they held more ±an  
one position, n = 64
Overall, responses were varied throughout, with the “manager” category receiving 
the majority of responses with a total of 20 (30.8%). The “other” category referred to
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various responses such as a shift manager, lead shift manager, and assistant manager.
The categor)' of “general manager” was not reported by any of the respondents, although 
it is possible that some general managers checked the “manager” option instead.
Table 10 indicates the responses for length of time in job position at property. Of 
all the categories, the most frequently reported was “less than one year,” with 35 
respondents (53.8%) reporting to have been working in that position at their property for 
less than one year. Conversely, just two respondents (3.1%) reported having been at their 
property for over 10 years.
Table 10
Freguencv Analvsis: Length o f Time in Position at Current Property
Frequency Percent
Valid Less than one year 35 54.7
Between 1 and 2 years 12 18.8
Between 3 and 5 years 12 18.8
Between 6 and 10 years 3 4.7
Over 10 years 2 3.1
Note, n = 64
Table 11 indicates responses for Question #5, which ascertained the total number 
of years of management experience. Results revealed that a majority of the respondents 
(29.2%) had between 3 and 5 years of experience. The sample of respondents appeared 
to have a broad range of management experience with responses distributed fairly evenly 
across categories.
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Table 11
Frequency Analvsis: Total Management Experience
Frequency Percent
Valid Between 1 and 2 years 13 20.3
Between 3 and 5 years 19 29.7
Between 6 and 8 years 10 15.6
Between 9 and 11 years 8 12.5
Over 12 years 14 21.9
Note, n = 64
Number of rooms was used act as a rough measure for size of organization. The 
most responses were obtained from properties of over 1000 rooms with a total of 24 
(36.9%). Table 12 exhibits the results of this frequency distribution.
Table 12
Frequency Analvsis: Number of Rooms in Property
Frequency Percent
Valid Under 100 rooms 0 0.0
100-299 rooms 13 27.7
300-499 rooms 18 20.0
500-999 rooms 10 15.4
Over 1000 rooms 24 36.9
Note, n = 64
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Frequency analysis for age illustrated that the bulk of the respondents were in the 
“30-39 years” category, with a total of 26 (40.0%). Conversely, only 6 respondents 
reported being 50 years or over. Table 13 displays the frequencies for this variable.
Table 13
Freguencv Analvsis: Age Category
Frequency Percent
Valid Under 30 years old 21 32.3
30-39 years 26 40.0
40-49 years 12 18.5
50 years and over 6 9.2
Note, n = 64; These categories were slightly altered from their original format on the 
questionnaire. Categories entitled “50-59 years,” and “60 years and over” were collapsed, 
however, to those shown in Table 13 in order to make comparisons with larger groups. 
Only one respondent was in the original “60 years and over” category.
Section 2: Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
The Ethical Climate Questionnaire was the second portion of the survey 
instrument, comprised of 36 items designed by Cullen et al. (1993) to assess the 
perceptions of respondents. Although frequencies for responses to each of the 36 items to 
the Ethical Climate Questionnaire were generated, they were not included in the body of 
the chapter for ease of reading. They can be found at the end for reference, in Appendix 
C. Since varying numbers of these items were designed to indicate each climate type, a
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standardized score was needed in order to compare the seven ethical climates used. This 
was achieved by grouping like variables by their climate type, as described during 
Chapter Three. A sum was then calculated for each of the climates, and this total was 
then divided by the number o f variables included in that climate in order to obtain a mean 
score and a standard deviation for each.
Although the scale on the survey ranged from zero (meaning strongly disagree) to 
five (strongly agree), the numbers were re-coded during analysis to allow for more 
meaningful comparisons. Accordingly, mean scores range from one through six rather 
than zero through five. The climate which yielded the highest mean of 4.96, was the 
Social Responsibility climate, which was comprised of questions 26, 28, 30 and 34 from 
the Ethical Climate Questionnaire. The second highest means were from the Laws and 
Professional Codes climate, at 4.83, and the Rules and Standard Operating Procedures 
climate, at 4.71. These three climates formed the basis for future comparisons. Modes 
for these categories were 5.00 for Social Responsibility, 4.50 for Laws and Professional 
Codes (this was the smallest of multiple modes), and 5.00 for Rules and Standard 
Operating Procedures. Table 14 summarizes these results.
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Table 14
Mean Calculations for Seven Ethical Climate Types
M SD n
Self-Interest 3.42 0.8340 65
Company Profit/Efficiency 3.97 0.6117 65
Friendship/Team Interest 4.33 0.6739 65
Social Responsibility 4.96 0.7272 65
Personal Morality 3.36 1.0196 65
Rules and Standard 
Operating Procedures
4.71 0.7102 65
Laws and Professional 
Codes
4.83 0.7709 65
Histograms were also generated based on the frequency distributions of results 
from each of the climate means. Figures 2 through 8 illustrate the patterns of these 
distributions.
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R ules a n d  S ta n d a rd  O p era tin g  P ro c e d u re s  (PL)
Figure 7. Histogram for Rules and Standard Operating Procedures Climate
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Laws and Professional Codes (PC)
Std. Dev = 3.07 
Mean = 19.3 
N = 63.00
12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
Laws and Professional Codes (PC)
22.0 24.0
Figure 8. Histogram for Laws and Professional Codes Climate
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Reliability Analysis 
Reliability analysis was conducted in order to gain a general sense o f the 
accuracy of the Ethical Climate Questionnaire. According to the SPSS 8.0 software 
package (1997), such analysis is useful for “evaluating multiple-item additive scales,” and 
helps to ascertain the accuracy of a score’s estimate in a larger population. More 
specifically. Cooper and Emory (1995) asserted that “Cronbach’s Alpha has the most 
utility for multi-item scales at the interval level o f measurement” (1995, p. 155). 
Consequently, Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha scores were computed for several variables 
in various combinations. Initially, a reliability alpha for all 36 items of the Ethical 
Climate Questionnaire yielded a value .8276, which indicated fairly high reliability.
Subsequently, reliability scores were calculated for each of the seven ethical 
climate types. However, Cullen et al.’s (1993) study revealed that seven of the 36 items 
“either did not load on meaning factors [in factor analysis] or did not contribute to the 
reliability of the factor” (p. 672). Accordingly, for some of the climates, these items were 
removed and re-calculated to see if they detracted from the overall reliability. If there 
was no item to be removed, it was listed as “n/a.” Table 15 depicts these results.
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Table 15
Alpha Scores for Reliability Analysis for Ethical Climate Types and Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire Items
Description and Items Removed N o f
cases
included
N of items 
included
Cronbach’s Alpha
All Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
items
59 36 .8176
All Climate Types 65 7 .5921
Self-Interest 63 36 .7404
Company Profit/Efficiency 63 8 .6285
ECQ #4, #8, and #17 removed 64 4 .6396
Friendship/Team Interest 62 8 .8210
ECQ #27 removed 62 7 .8144
Social Responsibility 60 4 .7219
Personal Morality 62 4 .7496
Rules and Standard Operating 
Procedures
65 4 .7605
Laws and Professional Codes 63 4 .7452
ECQ #13 removed 63 3 .7236
All ECQ items except for #4, #8, 
and #17
65 33 .8091
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For most of the climates, reliability did not increase after the exclusion of the 
variables cited in Cullen et al.’s study (1993). In fact, in the case of two of the climates, 
reliability decreased. However, in the Company Profit/Efficiency climate, reliability did 
increase marginally, from .6285 to .6396, after three items from the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire variables were removed. Once the climates were examined, the items were 
analyzed once again for reliability, this time with the three items which affected reliability 
on the Company Profit/Efficiency climate removed. The result was an overall decrease in 
reliability, from .8176 to .8091. Due to this finding, all items of the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire were considered important for inclusion in the data analysis.
Analysis of Variance 
Gender. Department, and Job Classification 
As mentioned above, the climates of Social Responsibility, Laws and 
Professional Codes, and Rules and Standard Operating Procedures produced the highest 
mean scores of all the climates. These were considered potential sources of comparison 
for climate types with demographic variables. Initially, the analysis o f variance procedure 
(ANOVA) performed for the first three demographic variables on the first portion of the 
suiA'ey instrument. These included gender, department, and job classification. However, 
none of the results revealed F values that were statistically significant at the .05 
probability level.
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Length of Time at Current Property 
When the demographic variable o f length of time at property was compared with 
each of the climate types, significant differences occurred with two climates at the .05 
level. Table 16 illustrates these results.
Table 16
Analysis of Variance for Three Climates and Length of Time at Current Property
Climate Type Source Sum of 
Squares
df Mean
Square
F Sig.
Friendship/Team
Interest
Between
Groups
4.340 4 1.085 2.589* .046
Within
Groups
24.722 59 .419
Total 29.062 64
Social Responsibility Between
Groups
5.297 4 1.324 2.765* .036
Within
Groups
28.258 59 .479
Total 33.555 63
^p < .05.
Although analysis of variance for these two climates revealed significant F 
values, post hoc tests such as the Bonferroni and Scheffé multiple comparison procedures 
did not reveal any significant differences between groups in each climate. Therefore,
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while means between the climate types and the demographic variable of length of time at 
property differed overall, it appeared that the differences could not be precisely identified.
Table 17 depicts the mean scores and standard deviations of both climates, 
broken down into their respective categories for the length of time at property variable.
For the social responsibility climate, the largest mean score is 5.08, under the “between 6 
and 10 years” category. Similarly, for the friendship/team interest climate, the largest 
mean score of 5.78 also falls in the same response category.
Table 17
Comparison of Mean Calculations for Social Responsibility and Friendship/Team Interest 
Climates bv Length of Time at Current Property
Social Responsibility Friendship/Team Interest
Length of time at current 
property
M SD n M SD n
Less than one year 5.06 0.6126 35 4.37 0.6257 35
Between 1 and 2 years 4.58 1.0019 12 3.95 0.8545 12
Between 3 and 5 years 4.95 0.5018 12 4.52 0.3911 12
Between 6 and 10 years 5.78 0.3849 3 5.08 0.2887 3
Over 10 years 4.17 1.1785 2 1.2374 2
Total 4.95 0.7298 64 4.34 0.6792 64
Note. Due to the small number of cases in the last two categories, means were also 
computed (not shown) with a new category called “Over 6 years” to determine if  the 
results would change. This new category was collapsed from both the “Between 6 and 10
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years” and “Over 10 years” categories. For both climates, the means remained largest 
with the new category o f “Over 6 years.”
Years of Experience 
When the ANOVA procedure was used to compare means between the 
demographic variable o f years of experience and climate type, only the climate of Self- 
Interest exhibited a significant difference. These results are displayed in Table 18.
Table 18
Analysis of Variance for Self-Interest Climate and Years of Experience
Source Sum of Squares df Mean F Sig. 
Square
Between Groups 7.493 4 1.876 3.102* .022
Within Groups 35.632 59 .604
Total 43.125 63
*=p < .05.
While this analysis of variance revealed a significant difference in means, it was 
necessary to perform another test to indicate where that difference was occurring. When 
a post hoc Bonferroni procedure was completed for the Self-Interest climate, the most 
significant differences were between those with 1 and 2 years, and 9 to 11 years of 
experience. Also, there was a significant difference between those with 9 to 11 years of
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experience, and those with over 12 years of experience. Table 19 summarizes the results 
of this post hoc procedure.
Table 19
Exnerience
Years of Experience (A) vs. Years of Experience (B) Mean Difference (A-B)
Between 1 and 2 years Between 3 and 5 years -.2217
Between 6 and 8 years -.4769
Between 9 and 11 years -1.0457*
Over 12 years .003
Between 9 and 11 years Between 1 and 2 years 1.0457*
Between 3 and 5 years .8240
Between 6 and 8 years .5688
Over 12 years 1.0759*
*p < .05.
When the variable of years of management experience variable was re-coded 
into only four categories for a more even distribution of cases, different results were 
observed. In this case, the last two categories were combined into one entitled, “Over 9 
years.” Table 20 illustrates a revised analysis of variance between the self-interest 
climate and with the four categories. It is clear that once this is done, no significant
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difference in means exists. Furthermore, the overall mean score for the self-interest 
climate was 3.42, the second lowest mean of all the climates (see Table 14).
Table 20
Analysis of Variance for Friendship/Team Interest Climate and Re-coded Variable of 
Years of Management Experience
Source Sum of Squares df Mean
Square
F Sig.
Between Groups 1.601 3 .534 .771 .515
Within Groups 41.524 60 .69
Total 43.125 63
p < .05.
Number of Rooms in Property 
The Friendship/Team Interest climate was the only climate which differed 
significantly from the number of rooms demographic variable after analysis of variance. 
The post hoc Bonferroni procedure indicated that the largest differences occurred 
between respondents employed at properties with between 100-299 rooms, and those 
employed at properties with between 500-999 rooms. The lowest category, “Under 100 
rooms,” is not listed because no properties had fewer than 100 rooms. The following 
tables (Tables 21 and 22) depict results from the analysis of variance and post hoc 
procedures.
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Table 21
Analysis of Variance for Friendship/Team Interest Climate and Number of Rooms in
Property
Source Sum of Squares df Mean F  Sig. 
Square
Between Groups 4.101 3 1.367 3.340* .025
W ithin Groups 24.968 61 .409
Total 29.069 64
*p < .05.
Table 22
Post Hoc Bonferroni Test of Multinle Comnarisons for Friendshio/Team Interest Climate
and Number of Rooms in Prooertv
Number of Rooms (A) vs. Number of Rooms (B) Mean Difference 
(A-B)
100 to 299 rooms 300-499 rooms 
500-999 rooms 
Over 1000 Rooms
.4386
.7649*
.2455
*p < .05.
When the means were broken down by response to this question, the highest 
mean was in the ‘TOO to 299 rooms” category. These results are depicted in Table 23.
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Table 23
Mean Calculations for Friendship/Team Interest Climate bv Number of Rooms at
Property
Num ber of Rooms 
(including suites) at 
property
Friendship/Team Interest
M SD n
100 to 299 rooms 4.63 0.5217 18
300 to 499 rooms 4.19 0.6915 13
500 to 999 rooms 3.87 0.7392 10
Over 1000 rooms 4.39 0.6489 24
Total 4.33 0.6739 65
Age Category
Age, the final question on the demographic component of the survey, did not 
yield any significant differences with the climate types at the .05 level of significance.
Property Distinction
Although it was not intended as a variable at first, property category was used as 
a potential source for analysis of variance with climate type. The results for property 
versus Friendship/Team Interest climate, displayed in Table 24 , exhibited an F value of 
3.333, significant at the .05 level. Furthermore, the post hoc procedure (Table 25) 
revealed the most significant differences between Properties B and D. To remind the 
reader. Property B is the upscale, luxurious full-service property located in a major urban 
market in southern California. Property D is the full-service, mid-market hotel and casino 
located roughly 30 miles outside of Las Vegas.
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Table 24
Analysis of Variance for Friendship/Team Interest Climate and Property
Source Sum of Squares df Mean F Sig. 
Square
Between Groups 5.285 4 1.321 3.333* .016
Within Groups 23.783 60 .396
Total 29.069 64
*p < .05.
Table 25
Post Hoc Bonferroni Test of Multiple Comnarisons for Friendshin/Team Interest Climate
and Pronertv
Property (a) vs. Property Classification (b) Mean Difference (a-b)
A B .5034
C .5678
D .8040*
E .2359
*p < .05.
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Comparisons to the literature 
In a recent study by Upchurch (1998), “benevolence was the predominant ethical 
foundation, followed by principle and egoism precepts. Also, the application of ethical 
precepts was strongly impacted by the cosmopolitan perspective, followed by the local 
(e.g. immediate work setting) and one’s individual values” (p. 1355). The results from 
this study were partially consistent with Upchurch’s findings, as both the ethical criterion 
of benevolence and the cosmopolitan locus of analysis yielded the highest means in this 
study. Table 26 depicts the means and standard deviations in this study for ethical criteria 
and loci of analysis.
Table 26
Mean Calculations o f Ethical Criteria and Loci of Analysis
Scale M SD n
ETHICAL CRITERIA
Egoism 3.79 0.5662 64
Benevolence 4.54* 0.6385 64
Principle 4.30 0.5747 64
LOCUS OF ANALYSIS
Individual 3.63 0.5271 64
Local 4.28 0.5282 64
Cosmopolitan 4.69* 0.5303 64
* Indicates highest criterion.
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Similarly, Upchurch and Ruhland (1996) found that the benevolence criterion 
for climate type yielded the highest mean score. The results from this study were 
consistent with this finding, as the benevolence category had the highest mean. Table 27 
illustrates a comparison of these findings.
Table 27
1996 Studv and This Studv
Scale
Upchurch and Ruhland 
(1996)
This Study
M SD n M SD n
Egoism 2.36 0.5605 79 3.79 0.5620 65
Benevolence 3.71* 0.6585 79 4.54* 0.6337 65
Principle 3.46 0.4965 79 4.30 0.5702 65
Note. Mean scores for this study may be slightly higher because variables were re-coded 
from a scale ranging from zero to five, to a scale ranging from one to six. Values for 
Upchurch and Ruhland’s study were obtained from their 1996 study, p. 1090.
* Indicates highest criterion.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter summarizes the main findings of the research conducted and draws 
conclusions as to their meaning and importance. The chapter first reviews some of the 
central findings from the survey instrument. Potential biases, limitations, and difficulties 
that were encountered while conducting the smdy are also addressed. Finally, the chapter 
makes recommendations as to possible future directions for ethical research in hospitality.
Conclusions
The purpose of this exploratory study was to examine management perceptions 
o f their hotel work environments, as they relate to ethical issues. This was done by 
administering a survey instrument comprised of two components to supervisors and 
managers in five different properties in two states. The instrument was designed to 
collect data on demographic characteristics of the respondents in the first component, and 
on their ethical perceptions in the second. Subsequently, several methods of statistical 
analysis were employed to examine the results and classify the responses into one of 
seven ethical climates. Conclusions and interpretations of the results are given in this 
chapter by responding to each of the specific research objectives outlined in the first 
chapter. The final objective (number five) is covered in the recommendations section.
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Objectives 1 and 2: The Symbolic Interactionist View of Perceptions and 
Their Influence on the Assessment of Work Environments
These research objectives both dealt with identifying the elements involved in 
one’s assessment of his or her organizational environment. The first objective sought to 
identify the principles of perception formation in symbolic interactionism and was 
addressed during Chapter 2. The second objective dealt with the application of these 
perceptions to the work environment. Consequently, they were considered in tandem. 
Rather than performing a comprehensive analysis o f symbolic interactionist research, the 
study gave an overview of the two main schools of thought between Mead and Blumer, 
and Parsons and Smelser served to identify these elements during Chapter Two. After a 
review of their theories, it was reasoned that because the symbolic interactionist 
perspective emphasized the interactive process as a  vehicle to create meaning, the process 
could serve as the basis of one’s perception of his or her organizational environment.
Consider again Davis’ (1981) notion that perceptions are “an individual’s own 
view of the world” constructed from personal experiences and values (p. 53). When this 
view is coupled with the symbolic interactionist ideas of how meaning is created, it 
suggests that perhaps the meaning becomes our only source of reality. That is. the 
perceptions that people form about someone, something, or the environment in which 
they work, becomes not only their own view of the world, but their only view. Ethically 
speaking, the importance of how those perceptions are formed will likely influence the 
quality of decisions being made in the workplace.
Schneider’s work on work climates (1975) also serves to amplify the role of 
perceptions when he defines work climates as being “psychologically meaningful molar
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descriptions that people can agree characterize a system’s practices and 
procedures”(1975, p. 474). Perhaps a deeper understanding of the process by which 
perceptions are formed would allow upper management to gain more insight into the 
decisions made by mid-level managers and supervisors. Applying this thought 
specifically to the focus of this research, it may be that understanding this process would 
aid in the resolution of an ethical dilemma on the job.
Objective 3: Response Patterns from the Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
Ethical Criteria
Upchurch (1998) used the Ethical Climate Questionnaire to sample 500 lodging 
operations located in the United States. With respect to ethical criteria, the results from 
this study are consistent with his findings, as the benevolence category (as opposed to the 
egoism or principle criteria; see Tables 3 and 4) yielded the highest means for both (see 
Table 26).
When Upchurch and Ruhland (1996) administered the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire to 207 lodging operations in Missouri, they found again that the 
benevolence criterion for climate type yielded the highest mean score. It was anticipated 
that the results from this smdy may be similar to Upchurch and Ruhland’s in this finding.
Upon analysis, it was evident that results were consistent with this finding, as 
the benevolence category had the highest mean (see Table 27), followed by principle and 
then egoism. While the two smdies differed in scope, this similarity suggests a 
consistency between the responses of lodging managers, and a tendency for managers to 
perceive their organizations as “guided by decisions that reflect collective norms (e.g., the 
good for the group as a whole)” (Upchruch & Ruhland, 1996, pp. 1087-1088).
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Loci of Analysis
The study again yielded similar results to Upchurch’s (1998) findings in the 
locus o f analysis dimension. For this study, the cosmopolitan locus of analysis revealed 
the highest mean score. The dimension of locus of analysis, described by Victor and 
Cullen as “source of moral reasoning used for applying ethical criteria to organizational 
decisions” (1988, p. 105). However, although the study’s results were similar with respect 
to ethical criteria when compared to Upchurch and Ruhland’s study ( 1996), the loci of 
analysis dimension revealed contrary findings. Upchurch and Ruhland (1996) found that 
the “local level of analysis is the predominate source that is used in applying ethical 
criteria to organizational decisions” (1996, p. 1091). However, while a similar finding 
was anticipated, the results from this study indicated that the cosmopolitan locus of 
analysis had the highest mean score (4.69) in this dimension (as opposed to the individual 
or local level; see Tables 3 and 4). This suggests that managers were more likely to take 
into account external considerations such as laws and societal norms when matching their 
perceptions to organizational roles.
Climate Types
As indicated in Chapter Four, the climate types with the three highest mean 
scores were social responsibility, laws and professional codes, and ml es and standard 
operating procedures. While the first two appear to fit into the cosmopolitan locus of 
analysis dimension, the third falls into two different categories: principle as an ethical 
criterion, and a local locus o f analysis. The principle/local dimensions yielded the highest 
means in Upchurch and Ruhland’s study (1996) and as such, the mles and standard
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operating procedures climate identified in this study appears to be congruent with this 
finding.
Conversely, the three lowest mean scores for climates, in ascending order, were 
personal morality at 3.36, self-interest at 3.42, and company profit/efficiency at 3.97. 
These findings suggest that lodging managers in the sample tended to reach decisions 
from a broader perspective, rather from an individual or personally-based vantage point. 
However, it should be noted that the personal morality climate had a standard deviation of 
1.0196, indicating a higher variation in responses than all of the other climate types. 
Climates and Demographic Variables Compared 
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to examine differences 
in means for climate scores and various demographic variables. Results which revealed 
significant differences are now discussed according to each demographic variable, as 
measured by the first component of the survey instrument.
Gender.
This study did not reveal any significant differences in climate means by gender. 
However, it is important to note that almost 33% of respondents were employed in 
housekeeping, a department with a traditionally higher female to male ratio. In a study on 
the ethical development of hospitality managers and students by Freedman and 
Bartholomew (1990), age, experience and gender were considered as comparative 
demographic variables. Ethical development was measured using the Personal Business 
Ethics Score (PBES) and Social Responsibility Score (SRS). In their study, it was found 
that when compared to these scores, gender did not yield any significant differences. 
Although this study used a different instrument for measurement, the objective of both
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studies was similar: to determine ethical perceptions and development in the hospitality 
environment. This study’s finding is consistent with Freeman and Barholomew’s and 
seems to indicate that gender does not play a major role in ethically-based considerations 
o f work climates.
Departmental classification.
When climate type means were analyzed by department, no significant 
differences existed. However, when means of the locus of analysis dimension 
(cosmopolitan) were examined by department, it was interesting to find that the 
housekeeping department had the highest mean score. While the differences in means 
were not statistically significant, it might suggest that housekeepers are more likely to 
make ethical decisions with more external considerations.
Length of time at current property.
Results from the ANOVA procedure indicated that significant differences were 
present between the demographic variable of length of time at property and the both the 
social responsibility climate, and the friendship/team interest climate. As noted above, 
the social responsibility climate had the highest mean score overall for the study. It was 
anticipated that a post hoc test would show that those respondents who had been working 
in their properties for only a short time (i.e. less than one year, or one to two years) would 
differ significantly from those who had been at their properties much longer. However, 
the post hoc Bonferroni procedure did not reveal any significant differences within either 
of the climate types.
Table 17 showed the highest means in the “between 6 and 10 years” category for 
both the Social Responsibility and Friendship/Team Interest climates. This finding is
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both interesting and puzzling. While it may be due to mere random variation, it could be 
an indicator of an unseen relationship between ethical reasoning and length of time at 
property.
Years of management experience.
Freedman and Bartholomew (1990) conducted a study using an instrument that 
presented a series of ethical dilemmas, followed by a set of questions, to both hospitality 
managers and students. They concluded that while there was no significant gender 
difference, “Students’ scores indicated a less ethical stance than managers’ scores” 
(Freedman & Bartholomew. 1990, p. 7). In this study, the number of years of 
management experience that respondents reported had significant differences in means 
within the self-interest climate. Once this difference of means was ascertained, the source 
of the difference was expected to be greatest between those with few years compared to 
those with considerably greater years of experience. Specifically, it was expected that 
those with more experience would be less likely to be categorized in the self-interest 
climate than those with less experience. The post hoc findings showed that the most 
significant differences were between those with 1 to 2 years and those with 9 to 11 years, 
and also between those with 9 to 11 years and those with over 12 years o f experience.
The revised ANOVA in Table 20 showed no significant difference in means 
between the self-interest climate and the four categories of years of management 
experience. These results appear to suggest two things. First, that the initial relationship 
between self-interest and years of experience is not as significant than originally 
suspected. Second, that the self-interest climate (in both egoism and individual
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dimensions) does not play an important role in reflecting the perceptions o f the 
respondents.
Number o f rooms in property.
The number of rooms yariable was used as a rough measure of organizational 
size in order to see if there were significant differences in climate responses among 
yarious sizes. Although not directly related to hospitality, there were several studies that 
addressed the comparison of ethics and organizational size. For example, Longnecker, 
M cKinney and Moore (1989) attempted to answer the question, “To what extent do 
members o f small business firms face ethical situations that are unique, or react to ethical 
issues in ways that differ from those of personnel in large corporations?” (p. 19). The 
researchers found that although responses were significantly different between small and 
large firms, no one group could be categorized as necessarily “more” or “less” ethical.
Similarly, Murphy, Smith and Daley (1992) found in their survey of 149 
companies of a major American service industry that the “nature of this relationship 
[between ethical behavior and firm size] is unclear.. . .  analysis indicated that smaller 
companies tend to avoid unethical behavior on the marketing issues, while larger 
companies tend to avoid unethical behavior on the operational issues” (1992, p. 18).
Their research suggested that while a link has been drawn between firm size and 
organizational performance, less work has been done on relating firm size to ethical 
behavior. Dalton and Kesner’s study revealed that unethical behavior was more likely to 
exist in larger companies when compared to smaller ones (1988).
In this study, the climate of friendship/team interest produced significantly 
different means when compared to the number of rooms variable. In addition, the post
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hoc Bonferroni procedure revealed that the greatest differences between the categories 
were between properties with 100 to 299 rooms, and 500-999 rooms. When the means 
were broken down by response to this question, the highest mean was in the "100 to 299 
rooms” category, as seen in Table 22. This finding may suggest that in this sample, 
assuming that number of rooms is a valid predictor of firm size, smaller operations are 
more likely to be categorized by a friendship/team interest ethical climate. However, the 
smallest mean was in the “500 to 999 rooms” category rather than the expected “Over 
1000 rooms” category. These results seem to coincide with Longnecker et al. (1989) and 
Murphy et al. ( 1992) — a significant relationship may exist, however, it is difficult to 
identify.
Age.
The age variable did not show any significant differences in means between 
climate types and age with the analysis o f variance performed. Since the years of 
experience variable showed significant differences with one of the climates, it may be that 
years of management experience is a better variable to consider. However, this result 
may be due to random variation and age may prove to be a worthwhile variable to use in 
analysis with a larger sample.
Property.
A one-way analysis of variance of climate means and property classification (A, 
B, C, D or E) exhibited a significant difference. The post hoc Bonferroni test showed that 
this difference was mostly due to the differences between Property B and Property D. 
Respondents from Property B, the upscale luxury property, had the highest mean score in 
the friendship/team interest climate. Whereas, those from Property D, the mid-market
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property, reported the lowest mean score. While it is difficult to draw any conclusions 
based on this finding, it may suggest that at Property B, management perceives the work 
climate to be one in which ethical decisions are made based on role expectations in the 
context of their individual relationships with other managers.
Obiective 4: Interpretations o f This Studv 
During Chapter Two. Peter Dmcker (1981) was cited as describing business 
ethics giving way to a relationship of “interdependence” (p. 13). This interdependence in 
the context of this study can be seen as arising from one’s obligation to another in the 
organization. Perhaps the most appropriate way to describe the overall findings from this 
study is to consider the two most frequent dimensions indicated by the responses to 
ethical criteria and loci of analysis.
The ethical criteria dimension revealed benevolence. This shows that overall, 
the perception is that decisions are based on their expedience for the group, rather than 
for individuals, or for the mere purpose of principle involved. That is, managers 
perceived the behavior of their organizations as being focused on benefitting all members 
together as one unit. The locus of analysis dimension revealed the cosmopolitan 
classification. This shows that respondents perceive that decisions are being made on a 
fairly high level of comparison, by attempting to integrate larger social considerations of 
society and social order.
From the perspective of symbolic interactionism, the results from the study 
could indicate that these perceptions formed by management represent the reality of their 
situation in the organization. Furthermore, through the interpretive process from which
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meaning is created, the organizations may be conveying to management the importance of 
group commitment, and social responsibility.
Utilizing the Management by Values model proposed by Goll (1997) discussed 
in Chapter Two, an “ethical” organization is one in which managers have a clear idea of 
the values, norms and goals of their organizations. Additionally, those organizational 
characteristics are congruent not only with the employees, but also of broadly accepted 
societal principles. This enables organizational members to understand their respective 
roles within their departments, operation, and within society as a whole. Finally, this 
process contributes to the development of status and culminates in the creation of an 
organizational environment. An ethical work environment is managed by values by 
integrating all of these elements, and allowing, as Carroll asserted, ethics to flow directly 
from these values.
Recommendations
This exploratory study of management perceptions attempted to expand the 
knowledge base on the subject o f ethics in hospitality, particularly in the lodging 
segment. This final section discusses the evaluation of validity and reliability with the 
study, and then concludes with suggestions as to the possible directions of future research 
in the area.
Validity and Reliability Evaluation
Essentially, the study achieved its main objective: to explore and interpret the 
perceptions of managers in lodging operations. However, while the Ethical Climate 
Questionnaire was shown to be a valid and reliable instmment, the sample size may have
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limited the overall reliability of the survey instrument. Furthermore, the demographic 
component of the instrument, designed by the researcher, had several flaws. Some of the 
questions included categories that could have been misinterpreted as not being 
exhaustive. For example, a respondents who had held his position for two and a half 
years may have been unsure whether to check the second or third response category. 
Question four read as follows:
4. How long have you held this position at your current property? (Please mark an
“X” in the appropriate space)
Less than one year ________
Between 1 and 2 years ________
Between 3 and 5 years ________
Between 6 and 10 years ________
Over 10 years ________
The method of obtaining the (convenience) sample of respondents was not an 
ideal means of collecting data. The data may have been more appropriate for drawing 
generalizations with a clearly defined population of both properties and employees, and 
random selection of each. Related to this issue, a larger sample size would have allowed 
for better analysis and a  possible factor analysis to see which variables from the Ethical 
Climate Questionnaire loaded together.
Finally, the method of administering the survey instrument was potentially 
vulnerable to numerous biases both by the administrators (i.e. who they approached to 
complete the instrument, whether or not they worked together), and by the respondents or
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potential respondents (i.e. their attitude toward the administrators, their availability and 
disposition on the day they were approached).
Objective 5 : Directions for Future Research 
This final section marks the apex of this exploratory study. As mentioned in the 
first chapter, exploratory research aims to set priorities for future studies. Furthermore, as 
Bellenger and Greenberg proposed (1978), developing hypotheses for future research is 
one o f the three main functions of conducting exploratory research.
Implications for incorporating ethics into everyday business are multitudinous. 
However, a simple code of ethics posted on a wall for employees and managers may not 
be very effective for ensuring ethical behavior and attitudes in a lodging operation. As 
Keiser and Swinton (1988) stated:
Hospitality employees certainly “ought” to behave ethically, but the sort of 
professionalism that mandates hard-and-fast codes of ethics, complete with 
internal enforcement mechanisms, can be alien to the type of work hospitality 
employees perform. It may even be superfluous.. .  . While formal ethics 
courses may belong in the philosophy department, on-going discussions of 
situational ethics . . .  can raise and sometimes resolve ethical questions almost 
anywhere in the academic or professional hospitality scene, (pp. 30-31). 
Recommendation #1
The first recommendation for future research deals with developing an extensive 
instrument for evaluating specific ethical dilemmas that may arise in a lodging operation. 
These results could then be compared to the organizational communication of values.
This instrument should be one which delves not only into types of potential responses.
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but seeks to ascertain the respondent’s perception of why this is the case. As a potential 
hypothesis, organizations that clearly disseminate information about their values will 
likely have respondents who can resolve dilemmas in close association with those values. 
Recommendation #2
The second recommendation addresses the implications o f ethics in the lodging 
workplace, through employee training and education. Consider a  workshop involving 
both employees and management which proposed to increase the participants’ familiarity 
of the many perspectives from which an ethical dilemma can be approached (e.g. 
individual, group, or societal level). Such a scenario may help to increase both awareness 
and understanding on both sides. However, this needs to be evaluated. As a potential 
hypothesis, lodging managers who have taken part in or are open to such workshops may 
be less likely to suffer from the effects of unethical employee behavior. Similarly, 
management behavior may change once employees have experienced an ethical 
workshop.
Recommendation #3
Finally, while not necessarily an outgrowth of this study, it is the opinion of the 
researcher that cultural and ethnic diversity may play an important role in the propensity 
for organizations to behave ethically. One potential hypothesis might be that lodging 
operations with a high level of cultural diversity and interaction are more likely to have 
members who understand the ethical foundations of each other, and of the organization as 
a whole. However, it is vital to recognize the importance of the interactive process rather 
than merely increasing diversity in order to raise awareness and understanding. The 
interaction may help to expose people to the rationale behind ethnic an cultural practices.
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and in turn the ethical foundations o f culturally-based decisions. In future survey 
research, it may be helpful to include a measure of ethnic/cultural background to help 
identify whether such relationships exist.
Conclusion
Traditionally, ethics in industry was limited to professions which had a long­
standing history with ethical and moral standards, such as accounting, medicine, and law. 
However, more recently, greater attention has been given the application of ethics within 
the field o f hospitality through literature, training programs, and a general growth in the 
industry . Furthermore, hospitality education curricula have begun to address the issue in 
greater detail by tailoring ethics courses to specific hospitality related issues. Despite 
these advances, there is still a need to further understand the role of ethics in influencing 
management decisions, and its subsequent impact on the fate of the organization. This 
has been the focus of this exploratory study, and it is proposed that more research on the 
subject will increase the understanding and appreciation of its importance.
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Demographic Data
I would like to ask you a few informational questions about your demographics. Please 
be reminded that all responses will remain completely confidential and are to be used strictly for 
research purposes. For each item, please mark the appropriate response.
1. What is your gender? (Please indicate by marking an “X” in the appropriate space
below)
Male Female
2. Please indicate your department below by writing the appropriate space.
Department:
3. What is your job classification at your current place of employment? (Please mark an
“X” in the appropriate space. If you hold more than one position, indicate your highest 
position held)
Executive management
Department head
Supervisor
General Manager
Manager
Other (please specify):
How long have you held this position at your current property? (Please mark an “X” in 
the appropriate space)
Less than one year
Between 1 and 2 years
Between 3 and 5 years
Between 6 and 10 years
Over 10 years
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5. Please indicate the number of years of management experience you have. 
(Mark an “X” in the appropriate space)
Between 1 and 2 years
Between 3 and 5 years
Between 6 and 8 years
Between 9 and 11 years
Over 12 years
Please indicate the number of rooms in your property (including suites). (Mark an “X” 
in the appropriate space)
Under 100 rooms
100 - 299 rooms
300 - 499 rooms
500-999 rooms
Over 1000 rooms
7. What is your age category? (Please mark an “X” in the appropriate space)
Under 30 years old
30 - 39 years old
40 - 49 years old
50 - 59 years old
60 years and over
Thank you for your cooperation. Please now turn to the next page entitled 
“Ethical Climate Questionnaire. ”
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Ethical Climate Questionnaire
INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS:
I would like to ask you some questions about the general climate in your 
company. Please answer the following in terms of how it really is in your company, 
rather than how you would prefer it to be. Please be as candid as possible; all your 
responses are anonymous.
Please indicate whether you agree with each of the following statements about 
your company. Please use the scale below and circle the number which best represents 
your answer in the space next to each item.
To what extent are the following statements true about your company?
EXAMPLE: Circle the most appropriate response
(Please do NOT respond here. Begin on the next page)
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1 2 4 5People in this company view team 
spirit as important.
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1 In this company, people are mostly out for 
themselves.
0 I 2 3 4 5
2 The major responsibility for people in this 
company is to consider efficiency first.
0 1 2 3 4 5
3 In this company, people are expected to 
follow their own personal and moral 
beliefs.
0 I 2 3 4 5
4 People are expected to do anything to 
further the company's interests.
0 I 2 3 4 5
5 In this company, people look out for each 
other’s good.
0 1 2 3 4 5
6 There is no room for one’s own personal 
morals or ethics in this company.
0 1 2 3 4 5
7 It is very important to follow suictly the 
company’s rules and procedures here.
0 1 2 3 4 5
8 Work is considered sub-standard only when 
it hurts the company’s interests.
0 I 2 3 4 5
9 Each person in this company decides for 
him/herself what is right and wrong.
0 1 2 3 4 5
10 In this company, people protect their own 
interest above other considerations.
0 1 2 3 4 5
11 The most important consideration in this 
company is each person’s sense of right and 
wrong.
0 I 2 3 4 5
12 The most important concern is the good of 
all the people in the company.
0 1 2 3 4 5
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13 The first consideration is whether a 
decision violates any law.
0 1 2 3 4 5
14 People are expected to comply with the law 
and professional standards over and above 
other considerations.
0 1 2 3 4 5
15 Everyone is expected to stick by company 
rules and procedures.
0 I 2 3 4 5
16 In this company, our major concern is 
always what is best for the other person.
0 1 2 3 4 5
17 People are concerned with the company's 
interests -  to the exclusion of all else.
0 I 2 3 4 5
18 Successful people in this company go by 
the book.
0 I 2 3 4 5
19 The most efficient way is always the right 
way, in this company.
0 1 2 3 4 5
20 In this company, people are expected to 
strictly follow legal or professional 
standards.
0 1 2 3 4 5
21 Our major consideration is what is best for 
everyone in the company.
0 I 2 3 4 5
22 In this company, people are guided by their 
own personal ethics.
0 1 2 3 4 5
23 Successful people in this company strictly 
obey the company policies.
0 I 2 3 4 5
24 In this company, the law or ethical code of 
their profession is the major consideration.
0 1 2 3 4 5
25 In this company, each person is expected, 
above all, to work efficiently.
0 1 2 3 4 5
26 It is expected that you will always do what 
is right for the customer and public.
0 1 2 3 4 5
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27 People in this company view team spirit as 
important.
28 People in this company have a strong sense 
of responsibility to the outside community.
29 Decisions here are primarily viewed in 
terms of contribution to profit.
30 People in this company are actively 
concerned about the customer’s, and the 
public’s, interest.
31 People are very concerned about what is 
generally best for employees in the 
company.
32 What is best for each individual is a 
primary concern in this organization.
33 People in this company are very concerned 
about what is best for themselves.
34 The effect of decisions on the customer and 
the public are a primary concern for this 
company.
35 It is expected that each individual is cared 
for when making decisions here.
36 Efficient solutions to problems are always 
sought here.
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE -  Thank you for participating.
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E-MAIL COMMUNICATION WITH DR. CULLEN
From: "Cullen, John" <culIeni@wsu.edu>Add to Address Book 
To: Todd Weinstein <t_weinstein@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ethical Climate Questionnaire 
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 1998 16:36:32 -0800
Dear Mr. Weinstein:
You have my permission to use the Ethical Climate Questionnaire in your 
thesis research and any subsequent publications.
I would appreciate a summary of your findings when your study is 
complete.
Sincerelyr
John Cullen, Professor
 >  Original Message-----
> From: Todd Weinstein [SMTP:t weinstein&yahoo.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 1998 03:44 PM
> To: John " Cullen
> Subject: Ethical climate Questionnaire
>
>
> Or. Cullen,
>
> Thank you for calling me back today. Would you mind composing a brief
> message back that would indicate your permission for me to use the
> Ethical Climate Questionnaire for my research? This way I can include
> it for the benefit of the Thesis Committee. Thank you.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Todd Weinstein
> ONI.V Master's Candidate
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LETTER OF SURVEY APPROVAL
■ifu'iiiHiwtinivfcrianBM
DATE
TO
FROM
RE:
January 25, 1999
Todd Weinstein (HTLM-S013)
E. Schulze, Director 
‘office of Sponsored Programs (X1357)
Status of Human Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Ethical Climates in Las Vegas Lodging Operations : 
An Exploratory Study of Management Perceptions"
OSP #504s0199-179e
The protocol for the project referenced cibove has been 
reviewed by the Office of Sponsored Programs and it has been 
determined that it meets the criteria for exemption from 
full review by the DNLV human subjects Institutional Review 
Board. This protocol is approved for a period of one year 
from the date of this notification and work on the project 
may proceed.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol 
continue beyond a year from the date of this notification, 
it will be necessary to request an extension.
If you have any questions regarding this information, please 
contact Marsha Green in the Office of Sponsored Programs at 
895-1357.
cc: G. Goll (HTLM-S013)
OSP File
Office of Sponsored Programs 
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 451037 •  Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-1037 
(702) 895-1357 • FAX (7021 895-4242
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INFORMED CONSENT
Lodging Ethics Survey
PLEASE READ
Dear Participant:
Thank you for taking the time to read through the materials in front of you. My name is Todd Weinstein 
and I am a hotel graduate student currently working on my Master’s thesis as part o f my degree program at 
the University of Nevada. Las Vegas (UNLV), College of Hotel Administration.
The two (2) brief surveys that follow are being administered for research purposes only. They will provide 
me with information on daily observations of managers, such as yourself, who are working in lodging 
operations. The purpose of my research is to determine management perceptions of ethical issues in order 
to further understand the role played by ethics in hotels. Please be aware that your participation in this 
survey is strictly voluntary. You are not being asked to give your name or other information that can 
easily identify you or your property. All responses are anonymous and data will be reported on an 
aggregate level only. Your individual responses will not be made available anyone in your company, 
including your supervisor. You may withdraw from completing the surveys at any time.
Following this letter, you will find two (2) surveys. The first is made up of seven short questions which 
will ask you some general questions about your demographic background. The second survey is a 36-item 
questionnaire that was developed by two researchers studying ethics in the business environment. It is 
designed to determine your observations and perceptions of your particular work environment. Please 
answer honestly about how things really are in your organization.
Together, the two surveys should take you no more than 20-25 minutes to complete. Once you have 
completed the surveys, please place all the materials back in the envelope provided, seal it, and give 
them to the survey administrator. Feel free to take this cover letter with you for your reference.
Should you have any questions regarding the administration of these surveys, please contact me at (702) 
697-5977. For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, contact the UNLV Office of Sponsored 
Programs at (702) 895-1357.
Your responses are very important to the significance of this study. Once the study has been completed, a 
summary of the findings will be made available to your designated administrator. Please let him/her know 
if you would like a copy. Thank you for your assistance in this important research project.
Sincerely,
Todd Weinstein 
Master’s Candidate
William F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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The Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ) was the second portion of the survey 
instrument, comprised of 36 items designed by Cullen et al. (1993) to assess the 
perceptions of respondents. Frequencies for each of the 36 items are listed in Tables Cl 
through C36.
T a b le d
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #1 : “In this company, people are mostly out for 
themselyes.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 14 21.5
Somewhat
False
19 29.2
Somewhat True 22 33.8
Mostly True 8 12.3
Completely
True
1 1.5
Note, n = 65
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Table C2
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #2: “The major responsibility for people in this 
company is to consider efficiency first.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
2 3.1
Mostly False 4 6.3
Somewhat
False
10 15.6
Somewhat True 26 40.6
Mostly True 17 26.6
Completely
True
5 7.8
Note, n = 64
Table C3
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #3: “In this company, people are expected to follow
their own personal and moral beliefs.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
8 12.7
Mostly False 10 15.9
Somewhat
False
15 23.8
Somewhat True 18 28.6
Mostly True 9 14.3
Completely
True
3 4.8
Note, n = 63
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Table C4
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #4: “People are expected to do anything to further the 
company’s interests.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
4 6.2
Mostly False 8 12.3
Somewhat
False
21 32.3
Somewhat True 11 16.9
Mostly True 17 26.2
Completely
True
4 6.2
Note, n =  65
Table C5
Freauency Analysis of ECO Item #5: “In this company, people look out for each other’s
200d.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 5 7.8
Somewhat
False
5 7.8
Somewhat True 29 45.3
Mostly True 24 37.5
Completely
True
1 1.6
Note, n = 64
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Table C6
ethics in this company.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
5 7.9
Mostly False 18 28.6
Somewhat
False
26 41.3
Somewhat True 9 14.3
Mostly True 5 7.9
Completely
True
0 0.0
Note, n = 63
Table C l
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #7: “It is yery important to follow strictly the
company’s rules and procedures here. ”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 0 0.0
Somewhat
False
1 1.5
Somewhat True 12 18.5
Mostly True 30 46.2
Completely
True
21 32.3
Note, n = 65
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Table C8
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #8: “W ork is considered sub-standard only when it 
hurts the company’s interests.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
10 15.9
Mostly False 14 22.2
Somewhat
False
17 27.0
Somewhat True 16 25.4
Mostly True 5 7.9
Completely
True
1 1.6
Note, n = 63
Table C9
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #9: “Each oerson in this comoanv decides for
him/herself what is risht and wrong."
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
14 22.2
Mostly False 12 19.0
Somewhat
False
18 28.6
Somewhat True 10 15.9
Mostly True 7 11.1
Completely
Trae
2 3.2
Note, n = 63
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Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #10: ‘Tn this comoanv. oeoole orotect their own interest
above other considerations.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
3 4.6
Mostly False 10 15.4
Somewhat
False
18 27.7
Somewhat True 25 38.5
Mostly True 7 10.8
Completely
True
2 3.1
Note, n = 65
Table C l 1
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #11:"‘The most imoortant consideration in this
comoanv is each oerson's sense of risht and wrong.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
6 9.4
Mostly False 11 17.2
Somewhat
False
16 25.0
Somewhat True 18 28.1
Mostly True 13 20.3
Completely
True
0 0.0
Note, n = 64
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Table C 12
people in the comoanv.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
2 3.1
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat
False
11 16.9
Somewhat True 19 29.2
Mostly True 25 38.5
Completely
True
6 9.2
Note, n = 65
able C13
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #13: “The first consideration is whether a decision
violates any law.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 5 7.7
Somewhat
False
5 7.7
Somewhat True 15 23.1
Mostly True 18 27.7
Completely
True
21 32.3
Note, n = 65
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Table C 14
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #14: “People are expected to comply with the law and 
professional standards over and above other considerations.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 1 1.6
Somewhat
False
2 3.1
Somewhat True 8 12.5
Mostly True 26 40.6
Completely
True
27 42.2
Note, n = 64
Table C 15
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #15: “Everyone is expected to stick by company rules
and procedures.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 0 0.0
Somewhat
False
0 0.0
Somewhat True 9 13.8
Mostly True 26 40.0
Completely
True
30 46.2
Note, n = 65
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Table C 16
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #16: “Li this company, our major concern is always 
what is best for the other person.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
2 3.1
Mostly False 4 6.2
Somewhat
False
11 16.9
Somewhat True 24 36.9
Mostly True 21 32.3
Completely
True
3 4.6
Note, n = 65 
Table C 17
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #17: “People are concerned with the company’s 
interests -  to the exclusion of all else.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
2 3.1
Mostly False 13 20.3
Somewhat
False
20 31.3
Somewhat True 21 32.8
Mostly True 7 10.9
Completely
True
1 1.6
Note, n = 64
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Table C18
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #18: “Successful people in this company go bv the 
book.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 5 7.7
Somewhat
False
11 16.9
Somewhat True 24 36.9
Mostly True 21 32.3
Completely
True
3 4.6
Note, n = 65
Table C 19
Frequency Analysis o f ECO Item #19: “The most efficient wav is always the right wav. in
this company.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
2 3.1
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat
False
22 33.8
Somewhat True 16 24.6
Mostly True 19 29.2
Completely
True
4 6.2
Note, n = 65
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Table C20
follow legal or orofessional standards. ”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 1 1.5
Somewhat
False
1 1.5
Somewhat True 13 20.0
Mostly True 29 44.6
Completely
True
21 32.3
Note, n =  65
Table C21
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #21: “Our maior consideration is what is best for
everyone in the company.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 5 7.7
Somewhat
False
7 10.8
Somewhat True 17 26.2
Mostly True 27 41.5
Completely
True
9 13.8
Note, n = 65
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Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #22: “In this comoanv. oeoole are guided bv their own
personal ethics.”
Frequency Percent
Valid. Completely 
False
2 3.2
Mostly False 7 11.1
Somewhat
False
7 11.1
Somewhat True 36 57.1
Mostly True 10 15.9
Completely
True
1 1.6
Note, n = 63
Table C23
Freauencv Analysis o f ECO Item #23: “Successful oeoole in this comoanv strictly obey
the company policies.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat
False
6 9.2
Somewhat True 21 32.3
Mostly True 29 44.6
Completely
True
6 9.2
Note, n = 65
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Table C24
FreQuencv Analysis of ECO Item #24: “In this company, the law or ethical code of their 
profession is the maior consideration.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 0 0.0
False
Mostly False 1 1.6
Somewhat 8 12.5
False
Somewhat True 29 45.3
Mostly True 15 23.4
Completely 11 17.2
True
Note, n = 64
Table C25
Freauencv Analysis o f ECO Item #25: “In this comoanv. each oerson is exoected. above
all. to work efficiently.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 1 1.5
False
Mostly False 1 1.5
Somewhat 4 6.2
False
Somewhat True 14 21.5
Mostly True 25 38.5
Completely 20 30.8
True
Note, n = 65
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Table C26
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #26: “It is expected that you will always do what is 
right for the customer and public.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 1 1.6
Somewhat
False
2 3.1
Somewhat True 7 10.9
Mostly Tme 20 31.3
Completely
True
34 53.1
Note, n = 64 
Table C27
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #27: “People in this company yiew team spirit as 
important.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 0 0.0
Somewhat
False
2 3.1
Somewhat True 14 21.5
Mostly True 34 52.3
Completely
True
15 23.1
Note, n = 65
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Table C28
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #28: “People in this company have a strong sense of 
responsibility to the outside community.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 7 11.1
Somewhat
False
4 6.3
Somewhat True 27 42-9
Mostly True 15 23.8
Completely
True
10 15.9
Note, n = 65
Table C29
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #29: “Decisions here are primarily viewed in terms of
contribution to profit.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
1 1.6
Mostly False 3 4.8
Somewhat
False
9 14.3
Somewhat True 27 42-9
Mostly True 19 30.2
Completely
True
4 6.3
Note, n = 63
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Table C30
about the customer’s, and the public’s, interest.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 3 4.7
Somewhat
False
1 1.6
Somewhat True 8 12.5
Mostly True 27 42.2
Completely
True
25 39.1
Note, n = 64 
Table C31
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #31 : “People are very concerned about what is 
generally best for employees in the company.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 1 1.6
Somewhat
False
7 10.9
Somewhat True 16 25.0
Mostly Tme 30 46.9
Completely
Tme
10 15.6
Note, n = 64
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Table C32
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #32:
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“What is best for each individual is a primary
concern in this organization.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 2 3.1
False
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat 13 20.3
False
Somewhat True 31 48.4
Mostly True 12 18.8
Completely 4 6.3
True
Note, n = 64
Table C33
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #33: “People in this company are very concerned about
what is best for themselves.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 1 1.6
False
Mostly False 2 3.2
Somewhat 15 23 j
False
Somewhat True 25 39.7
Mostly True 16 25.4
Completely 4 6.3
True
Note, n = 63
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Table C34
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #34: “The effect of decisions on the customer and the 
public are a primary concern for this company.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 0 0.0
Somewhat
False
0 0.0
Somewhat True 13 20.3
Mostly True 28 43.8
Completely
True
23 35.9
Note, n = 64 
Table C35
Frequency Analysis of ECO Item #35: “It is expected that each individual is cared for 
when making decisions here.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely
False
1 1.5
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat
False
10 15.4
Somewhat True 27 41.5
Mostly True 18 27.7
Completely
True
7 10.8
Note, n = 65
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Table C36
Freauencv Analysis of ECO Item #36:
127
“Efficient solutions to problems are always sought
here.”
Frequency Percent
Valid Completely 
False
0 0.0
Mostly False 2 3.1
Somewhat
False
5 7.8
Somewhat True 17 2&6
Mostly True 23 35.9
Completely
True
17 26.6
Note, n = 64
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